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Tired of spending hours crafting effective chatGPT 
prompts from scratch?

Spending more time wrestling with your AI assistant than 
actually getting work done?

We hear you. But fear not!

We’ve got the ultimate remedy for you: ChatGPT prompt 
templates.

Our 500+ premade templates are the time-saving, 
productivity-boosting secret sauce you’ve longed for.

https://upbase.io/blog/author/jane/


This collection is a curated treasure trove, meticulously 
tailored to diverse industries and use cases. And each 
template has been battle-tested and refined, ensuring top-
notch responses.

Ready to say goodbye to frustration and hello to ChatGPT 
prompt perfection? Let’s go!

Tip: This article is lengthy. To quickly find the perfect 
ChatGPT prompt for your needs, please use the table of 
contents.

Infographic: 5 Common Issues 
While Using ChatGPT & Easy 
Fixes





How to write ChatGPT prompts 
effectively to get the best 
result?
It’s not that hard to write effective ChatGPT prompts and 
achieve outstanding results. 

The secret is providing clear instructions and context to 
guide the model’s response. Here are 12 tips to help you 
get the best results:

1. Be specific

Clearly state what you want from the model, and don’t 
beat around the bush! 

Instead of throwing a general question like “Tell me about 
dogs,” provide specific instructions like “Describe the 
characteristics of Golden Retrievers.”

2. Set the format

Like a skilled sculptor, mold the desired format of the 
response. 



For example, if you’re yearning for a neat list of goodies, 
lay it out explicitly in the prompt, such as “List five benefits 
of regular exercise.”

3. Provide context

Give the model some background information to work 
with. 

If you’re discussing a particular topic, provide relevant 
details or mention any specific aspect you want the model 
to focus on. 

For example, if you’re discussing climate change, you 
could start with, “In recent years, the effects of climate 
change have become increasingly apparent. Discuss the 
impact of rising global temperatures on biodiversity.”

4. Use system messages

Ahoy, system messages! These invaluable instructions 
steer the model’s behavior toward greatness. 

Precede your ChatGPT prompt with a system message 
enclosed within square brackets ([]), like a captain 
navigating the seas. Evoke the desired context and 
beckon the model towards the task at hand. 



For instance, “[Translate the following English text to 
French:]” or “[Solve the following math problem:]”. This can 
help the model understand the context and approach the 
task accordingly.

5. Control output length

If you want a specific length for the response, mention it 
explicitly. 

For example, you can add, “In no more than 3 sentences, 
explain the concept of quantum entanglement.”

6. Utilize examples

Providing examples of the desired output can help 
ChatGPT understand your expectations.

You can include sample responses or indicate the style 
you’re looking for. However, avoid using the same 
example repeatedly, as the model may simply copy it.

7. Ask for pros and cons

If you want a balanced response or an evaluation of a 
topic, ask for both pros and cons. 



For instance, instead of asking, “What are the advantages 
of renewable energy?” you can ask, “Discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of adopting renewable 
energy sources.”

8. Avoid excessive context

While providing context is important, be mindful of 
overwhelming the model with unnecessary details. Stick to 
the relevant information that directly relates to the prompt’s 
objective.

Let’s take some examples.

Wrong prompt: “In the 19th century, James Naismith 
invented basketball. It was played with a soccer ball and 
peach baskets. The game evolved over time, and now it’s 
popular worldwide. Describe the history of basketball and 
its global impact.”

Right prompt: “ChatGPT, tell me about the fascinating 
history of basketball and its impact on the world today.”

9. Consider tone and style

If you have a specific tone or style in mind for the 
response, you can mention it in the prompt. For example, 



if you want a humorous response, you can state, “Provide 
a funny anecdote about cats.”

10. Ask for explanations

Want ChatGPT to explain its reasoning or provide more in-
depth responses?

Then, you should explicitly ask for explanations or 
justifications. 

For instance, you can request, “Explain the impact of 
deforestation on the ecosystem in detail.” or “Provide a 
comprehensive explanation of photosynthesis in plants, 
highlighting the role of chlorophyll and the conversion of 
light energy into chemical energy.”

11. Guide the thought process

If you want the model to think step-by-step or consider 
different aspects of a problem, you can instruct it 
accordingly. 

For example, instead of this: “[Propose a solution for the 
rectangular garden fence problem:] What’s the length of 
the fence required for the garden?”

Use this:



“[Think step by step and propose a solution:] You have a 
rectangular garden with dimensions 10 meters by 6 
meters. Determine the length of fencing material needed, 
considering any necessary gates.”

12. Iterate and experiment

Oh, the initial output fails to meet your expectations? Don’t 
hesitate to iterate and refine your prompts. 

Experiment with different verbiage, rephrasing, or 
restructuring of instructions until you attain your desired 
outcome.

500+ Awesome 
ChatGPT Prompts for 
Specific Industries and 
Purposes
I. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
business



Did you know that ChatGPT can be used to complete 
many different business-related tasks? For example, 
ChatGPT can help business owners draft emails, find new 
business ideas, generate brand names, and more.

Below are business prompts for specific needs.

A. Best ChatGPT prompts for business ideas

1. Find target customers

Identify the primary customers in the <your target niche> 
market and their demographics.

2. Find the key unmet needs of your target customers

As a market researcher, your task is to identify the key 
unmet needs that <your target customer details> in the 
<your target niche> sector are currently facing. Your 
findings will help me identify a business idea <describe 
your business idea>.

3. Find business ideas for a specific niche

Propose <desired number of> innovative business ideas 
that address <describe an unmet need in your target niche 
that your target customers currently face>.



B. Best ChatGPT prompts for business plan

Here are the best ChatGPT prompts that can be used to 
write a business plan:

1. Outline a business plan

Outline a strong business plan for my <niche> startup.

2. Conduct market analysis for a niche

I want you to as a senior market research analyst in 
<industry/niche>. Your task is to analyze the market 
potential and opportunity for <describe your business 
idea>. Your analysis should include information on the key 
trends driving this opportunity, the market size, growth 
potential, target customer segments, and competitive 
landscape. Additionally, please provide any relevant data 
or statistics to support your analysis.

3. Analyze the competitive landscape for a niche

I want you to act as a senior market research analyst in 
<niche> and provide me with a comprehensive analysis of 
the competitive landscape for <your target audience & 
their level of detail and technical knowledge they have 
about the industry>, addressing the following points:



• Identify and analyze the major players in the niche, 
including their market share, revenue, and pricing 
strategies.

• Explore the emerging trends and disruptive 
technologies that will likely impact the competitive 
landscape over the next 3-5 years.

• Evaluate the regulatory and legal factors that could 
impact the niche.

4. Find marketing strategies for your product/service

As a senior marketing strategist, how can you effectively 
market <describe your product or service>?

Tips: You can include in your product or service 
description the following info: what it’s about, its target 
customers, USPs, competitors, your budget, etc.

5. Create a marketing strategy for your product/
service using a popular marketing model

You want to use <name of a popular marketing model, 
e.g., SWOT, 7Ps, or STP> to develop marketing and sales 
strategies for <provide details about your product/service 
name, purpose, target audience, the positioning strategy 
for your brand, and other relevant data>. Your task is to 



create a plan based on the <the marketing model name 
mentioned above> to help you identify and reach your 
target audience effectively.

6. Find pricing strategies for your product/service

Please advise on the pricing and revenue models for 
<describe your product or service: what it’s about, its 
target customers, USPs, and key features>.

Tips: You can also add the pricing and revenue models of 
other competitors to the prompt.

7. Identify potential roadblocks and challenges

Identify potential roadblocks and challenges that an 
entrepreneur might face when starting a <niche or 
industry> business and how to solve them each.

8. Make a pitch for investors

Create a compelling and concise business pitch that 
effectively communicates the value proposition of <your 
product> to potential investors or partners, including the 
following info <a list of your product’s USPs and key 
features, how they solve your customers’ pain points, etc.>

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for branding



1. Find a brand name

Below are the best ChatGPT prompts for business names:

“I’m starting a <niche> agency, and I need a memorable 
name. Can you provide some creative business name 
suggestions?”

“In the process of launching a <niche> company. Can you 
recommend catchy business names that will stand out?”

“I need a professional and modern name for my <niche> 
firm. Can you help me brainstorm some options?”

“I’m starting a business that sells <product name>. Can 
you suggest some names that include the keywords 
<keyword list>?”

2. Find a brand name referring to industry experts

You are starting a new brand <describe your brand>. Your 
task is to provide <number> brand name ideas, following 
the guidelines of <name of a popular brand-naming expert, 
e.g., Alexandra Watkins, Brad Flowers, or Jeremy Miller>, 
a well-known brand name expert. Present them in table 
format.



3. Define your brand personality

Imagine you plan to launch a new brand <describe your 
brand>. Your task is to develop the brand’s personality and 
tone of voice and present them in a table format.

4. Define customer persona for your brand

I want you to act as a brand strategist and designer. Your 
task is to create a customer persona for a new brand 
<include your brand details below>.



5. Define your audience using the approach of a well-
known brand strategist

I’m developing a customer persona for my new brand, 
which <describe your brand>. Your task is to help me 
create a customer persona according to the guidelines of 
<a well-known brand strategist name>.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for sales

1. Generate potential leads for a niche

Give <number> potential leads in the <niche and industry> 
for <purpose of this list of leads>.

2. Social selling on LinkedIn

Identify 5 personal branding archetypes that are effective 
for social selling on LinkedIn. For each archetype, provide 
a brief description of its key traits and how they can be 
leveraged for building an authentic personal brand on 
LinkedIn.

3. Cold-calling script for startups.

Create a script that can be used when cold-calling startup 
founders in <your area>. The script should be concise, 
persuasive, and focused on establishing a connection and 
generating interest in your services.



4. Identify questions to ask potential buyers

I want you to act as a salesperson <include details about 
your product to sale and target market>. Your task is to 
identify the key questions you should ask potential buyers 
to uncover their pain points and priorities and determine 
whether they are a sales-qualified lead for your product. 
The questions should be open-ended, focused on the 
buyer’s needs and objectives, and designed to reveal key 
information that can help you tailor your pitch and close 
more sales.

5. Write a sales pitch

Craft a compelling sales pitch that effectively 
communicates the benefits of <your product> to <your 
potential customers>. The pitch should be tailored to <your 
target market>, use language that resonates with <your 
audience>, and highlight <the unique value proposition of 
your product>.

I asked ChatGPT to craft a sales pitch and look at what it 
generated 😮





6. Market your product

I want you to act as a salesperson. Your goal is to 
persuade potential customers <include details about your 
potential customers> to buy your product <describe your 
product>. Your task is to create five persuasive points that 
highlight the benefits of your product, address any 
potential objections, and encourage customers to make a 
purchase.

7. How to handle objections

I want you to act as a salesperson <include the product 
details you want ChatGPt to sell>. Your task is to identify 
and write explanations about the most effective techniques 
for objection handling in sales. Your goal is to handle 
objections effectively and ultimately close the sale.

8. Close deals with difficult clients

I want you to act as a salesperson <include the product 
details you want ChatGPt to sell>. The context is you may 
come across difficult clients who are hesitant to close a 
deal <include some common reasons why clients may be 
hesitant to close a deal, if possible>. Your task is to 
identify and write explanations about some creative tactics 
that you can use to close deals with difficult clients.

9. Follow up after a sales call



List five best practices for following up after a sales call for 
<your product and target market> to increase the chances 
of closing the deal.

10. Upsell existing customers

I want you to act as a salesperson <include the product 
details you want ChatGPt to sell>. Your task is to explore 
effective strategies for upselling to existing customers 
<include details of your customers>. Also, develop a plan 
that outlines at least three specific tactics that can be 
implemented to increase upsell success.

11. Track sales performance

Create a list of the top metrics to track in <industry> for 
measuring sales performance <include the specific goals 
of your sales team that these metrics should align with>.

12. Convert visitors into customers.

Develop a guide outlining the best ways to convert <type 
of website> visitors into paying customers <include details 
of the website’s target audience and challenges they may 
face when considering a purchase>.



13. Write a landing page description for a product

Write a persuasive landing page description for <describe 
your product> that encourages visitors <include details of 
your target audience> to make a purchase.

14. Write a cold email to a prospective customer

Write a compelling cold email to a prospective customer 
who is <describe your target customer>, introducing <your 
company> and highlighting how it can benefit them 
<include the selling points of your product>.

E. Best ChatGPT prompts for product managers

1. Product feature prioritization.

I want you to become my professional product manager. 
Your task is to prioritize the top 3 features that should be 
included in the next product release based on the 
overview of the product and the summary of customer 
feedback that I’ll give you, then explain why they are 



important. <include an overview of your product and its 
current features, the customer feedback summary>

2. Improve user adoption.

I want you to act as a product manager with experience in 
<niche or industry>. Your task is to propose a plan for 
improving user adoption for an existing product <include 
details of your product and its current adoption rate, plus 
the current users of the product and their pain points>. 
Your plan should include at least three actionable steps 
that can be taken to improve user adoption and explain 
why each step is important.

3. How to collect user feedback

List the most effective methods for collecting and 
implementing user feedback while developing <your 
product> aimed at <your target customer>.

Tips: You can also include more details in the prompt, 
such as your goals for collecting user feedback and the 
current process for gathering user feedback.



4. How to measure the success of a product

List the key metrics that can be used to measure the 
success of a product <include details of your product, 
target customer, and your company’s overall goals and 
objectives>.

5. Identify strategies for differentiating your product 
from competitors

I want you to act as a professional product manager. Your 
task is to identify the most effective strategies for 
differentiating a product from competitors in the market 
<include details of your product, industry, target market, 
target customers’ needs, and your company’s overall 
goals and objectives for the product>.

F. Best ChatGPT prompts for finance

1. Identify financing options for a business



I want you to act as a financial advisor. Your task is to 
identify the best financing options for a <industry> small 
business seeking expansion.

Tips: To help ChatGPT understand your needs more 
clearly, you can add to the prompt more details about your 
business, such as:

• The current size of your business in terms of revenue, 
number of employees, and market share.

• If your business ever received financing in the past.
• If your business has any existing debt or liabilities.

2. Find ways to reduce business expenses.

I want you to act as a financial advisor. Your task is to 
identify the most effective cost-cutting strategies for a 
<industry> small business <include the current revenue 
and profit margin of your business> that do not 
compromise the quality of its operations.



3. Find ways to manage cash flow.

Identify the most effective ways for <describe your 
business, including your business size, industry, the 
current revenue and profit margin, and all the existing debt 
or liabilities your business has> to manage their cash flow 
to prevent financial challenges and maintain a healthy 
financial standing.

4. Find ways to reduce the tax burden

Identify commonly overlooked tax deductions and benefits 
that <industry> small businesses with <the current 
revenue and profit margin> can use to reduce their tax 
burden and maximize their savings.

5. Generate guidelines to calculate ROI for an 
investment opportunity

Identify the most effective way to calculate ROI for an 
investment opportunity <describe the investment 
opportunity you are considering and your overall goal in 
calculating the ROI>.

6. Determine debt vs. equity financing pros/cons.

Determine the benefits and drawbacks of using debt 
financing versus equity financing for businesses <include 



details about your business size and industry, and current 
financial situation>.

7. Identify ways to avoid common financial pitfalls

Identify common financial pitfalls that <business size and 
industry> businesses should avoid, and what are some 
effective strategies for doing so.

8. How to update changes in financial regulations and 
compliance

Identify effective strategies for <your business size> 
business owners in the <industry> to stay up-to-date on 
changes in financial regulations and compliance.

G. Best ChatGPT prompts for customer service

1. For reaching out to potential customers

I want you to become my business consultant with 
experience in <industry>. Your task is to help my business 
<include details about your business> to identify the best 
way to reach out to my potential customers <describe your 
potential customers>.



2. Strategies to handle customer complaints

Identify effective strategies for businesses <include details 
of your business type, size, industry, and target audience> 
to handle customer complaints <describe the customer 
complaints you receive, if there are any> in a timely and 
satisfactory manner.

3. Solutions to improve customer support

I want you to act as a customer support specialist for a 
company <include details of your business, such as 
business size, type, niche, and industry>. Your task is to 
identify the most effective strategies you use to handle 
<describe the customer support issue you want to 
improve>.



4. Streamline the returns process

How can companies <include details of your company 
type, size, and industry> streamline their returns process 
and reduce customer wait times?

5. Strategies to actively seek customer feedback

Identify the most effective strategies businesses <include 
details of your business type, size, and industry> can 
actively seek customer feedback to identify improvement 
areas and address potential issues before they become 
complaints.

6. Respond to a customer inquiry

Create a <channel that you use to respond to customer 
inquiries> response in a <your desired tone of voice> way 
to customers asking about <customer inquiry>.



7. Generate an email template for addressing 
customer pain points

Here is the customer pain point: <Details of your customer 
pain point>

Here is how to resolve the issue: <a step-by-step guide to 
resolve the issue>

From the provided information, write a customer service 
email that addresses the customer’s pain point, apologizes 
for any inconvenience caused, and explains what steps 
are being taken to resolve the issue.

8. Brainstorm the most frequently asked questions 
(FAQs) about a product

Create a list of the top 10 most commonly asked questions 
about <product name, target customer, and links or 
resources for more in-depth information about the 
product>.

9. Rewrite paragraphs in a certain tone

I want you to act as a customer service staff <describe 
your situation, e.g., trying to soothe an angry customer>. 
Your task is to rewrite this paragraph to sound <your 
desired tone of voice>: <paragraph>.



10. Provide practices in handling a customer 
complaint.

Chat as if you’re a customer who <describe the customer 
complaint>.

11. Provide a summary guideline based on an existing 
knowledge base resource

Summarize the following knowledge base article to give 
step-by-step instructions. <include the article’s public link>

12. Identify common customer service mistakes

Identify common customer service mistakes that 
companies <include details of your business size, type, 
niche/industry, and target customers> make. Also, provide 
strategies and solutions to avoid these mistakes.

H. Best ChatGPT prompts for Amazon sellers

1. Write Amazon product titles

I want you to act as an Amazon seller. Your task is to write 
a descriptive Amazon product title following the standard 



format of Amazon product titles. Your product details are 
below: <Brand, Model/Name/Type/Number, Key Features, 
Color/Size/Quantity/Style/Package>

2. Optimize Amazon product title

Provide an optimized version of the following Amazon 
product title for search engines, incorporating the provided 
keywords: <include the Amazon product title and keyword 
list>

3. Write Amazon product description + bullet

Your Amazon product is: <product name and details>

Your product’s unique features are: <the product’s unique 
features and benefits>.

The list of keywords to incorporate: <keyword list>

Using the provided information, write an Amazon product 
listing that includes a product description about your 
product and 5 bullet points highlighting key features and 
benefits. In addition, incorporate the above keywords 
throughout the bullet points and product description in a 
natural and informative way.

4. Optimize Amazon product listing for search engines



Optimize the following Amazon product listing for search 
engines, incorporating the provided keywords: <include 
the Amazon product listing and keyword list>

5. Optimize Amazon product listing for mobile devices

Optimize the following Amazon product listing for mobile 
devices, incorporating the provided keywords: <include the 
Amazon product listing and keyword list>

6. Encourage Product Reviews

Write a follow-up email encouraging customers who 
purchased your <product> on Amazon to leave a product 
review. The email should be concise and professional and 
include a call to action to leave a review.

7. Write an Amazon advertising copy

Write a compelling Amazon advertising copy for your 
<product name> that satisfies the following requirements:

• <your product’s strengths>
• <details of your target customers>
• Use strong, persuasive language to convince the 

customers that your product is the best choice.
• Highlight your product’s strengths and use emotional 

triggers to appeal to the customer’s desires.



• Including the following keywords in your copy in a 
natural and readable way <keyword list>

8. Write posts on social media to promote Amazon 
product

Write 10 <social media platform> posts in <your desired 
tone of voice> to promote your Amazon product and reach 
a wider audience, using the following information: <include 
your product name, unique features, and benefits>

9. Deal with customer complaints

Write a response email to a customer who complains 
about <issue>, satisfying the following requirements:

• Address the issue and show empathy and 
understanding toward the customer’s complaint.



• Offer your resolution <details of the resolution>
• Keep your response concise and to the point.

II. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
marketing
Looking for a simple work management tool to manage your projects? 
Check out Upbase, the unique project management tool 
specifically built for individuals and small teams. Learn more here.
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for email marketing

Best ChatGPT prompts for writing promotional emails

1. Write email subject lines for promotional emails

Write an email subject line that convinces potential 
customers in <insert target audience> to switch to our 
<insert service>.

2. Write the body copy for promotional emails

Write the body copy for a promotional email that targets 
<insert target audience> and promotes <insert specific 
promotion or product> with the subject line: <Your subject 
line>. The email should aim to <insert desired outcome, 
e.g., drive sales, increase website traffic, or increase 
brand awareness>.

https://upbase.io/


Best ChatGPT prompts for writing newsletters

3. Write email subject lines for newsletters

Provide 10 attention-grabbing subject lines for my <niche> 
newsletter that resonate with my <target audience> and 
align with my newsletter’s goals.

4. Write the body copy for newsletters

Write the body copy of a newsletter email that targets 
<insert target audience> and highlights <insert specific 
content or theme> with the subject line: <Your subject 
line>. The email should aim to <insert the desired 
outcome, e.g., inform, engage, promote>.

Best ChatGPT prompts for writing follow-up emails

5. Write email subject lines for follow-up emails

Provide 10 effective subject lines for my follow-up emails 
with <insert recipient, e.g., potential clients, job applicants, 
event attendees> that encourage <insert specific action, 



e.g., scheduling a meeting, submitting an application, 
registering for another event>.

6. Write the body copy for follow-up emails

Write a follow-up email that continues the conversation or 
follows up on the previous communication with <insert 
recipient name or context> and aims to <insert desired 
outcome, e.g., schedule a meeting, clarify a question, 
provide more information> with the subject line: <Your 
subject line>.

Best ChatGPT prompts for A/B Testing

7. How to use A/B testing to improve an email 
campaign conversion rate

Guide how to use A/B testing to improve an email 
campaign conversion rate in <insert specific context, e.g., 
email marketing, newsletter, drip campaigns>.

8. Key elements of a marketing email that should be 
tested using A/B testing

Help me identify the key elements of a marketing email in 
<insert specific context, e.g., B2B, B2C, e-commerce> that 
I should split test to improve my conversion rate, 
engagement, and open rates. Also, identify the most 



critical factors, such as subject lines, copy length, images, 
CTA, personalization, or sender name, and what are the 
best practices for designing and implementing A/B tests 
for each of them.

9. How to analyze an A/B test

Identify the key metrics and suggest practical methods for 
analyzing the results of an A/B test in <insert specific 
context, e.g., email marketing, website design, ad 
campaigns>. Also, guide how to interpret the data to 
determine which version of the test performed better and 
list out the factors that contributed to the result.

10. Find out the best time to send emails using an A/B 
test

Help me identify the best practices for using A/B testing to 
optimize the timing and frequency of my emails in <insert 
specific context, e.g., email marketing, newsletter>. Also, 
guide how to design and implement A/B tests to determine 
the ideal time of day, day of the week, or frequency for 
sending emails to my audience.

Best ChatGPT prompts for building an email list

11. For growing an email list



Identify the most effective strategies for rapidly growing an 
email list of <insert target audience> subscribers while 
maintaining high engagement and avoiding spam 
complaints.

12. For decreasing the number of unsubscribers

Identify strategies to decrease the number of 
unsubscribers from an email list, considering factors such 
as email frequency, content relevance, subscriber 
preferences, and overall user experience.

13. How to bring back unresponsive subscribers

Identify strategies to re-engage subscribers who have 
become inactive on an email list due to reasons such as 
lack of interest, high email frequency, or changes in their 
preferences.

14. Pitfalls and errors to be mindful of when building 
an email list

List out the top mistakes to avoid when building an email 
list regarding list acquisition, email content, subscriber 



engagement, and compliance with email marketing 
regulations.

15. Recommended practices for effectively managing 
an email list

Identify the essential best practices for managing an email 
list, including list hygiene, segmentation, personalization, 
testing, and performance analysis, to ensure high 
deliverability, engagement, and conversions.

For other purposes

16. Methods to write attention-grabbing subject lines

Guide how to write attention-grabbing subject lines that 
increase open rates and engagement in <insert specific 
context, e.g., email marketing, cold emails, newsletters>.

17. Methods to use urgency in subject lines

Guide how to use urgency in subject lines to increase 
conversions in <insert specific context, e.g., email 
marketing, sales emails, promotions>.

18. Methods to write compelling email body copy



Identify the best practices for writing compelling email 
body copy in <insert specific context, e.g., email 
marketing, cold emails, newsletters> that resonate with the 
target audience and drive conversions.

19. Methods to format and structure email copy

Identify the best practices for formatting and structuring 
email copy in <insert specific context, e.g., email 
marketing, newsletters, follow-up emails> to improve 
readability, engagement, and conversions.

20. The reasons why promotional emails may be 
flagged as spam

List out the common reasons why marketing emails are 
being marked as spam, such as email content, sender 
reputation, email authentication, list quality, or recipient 
behavior. Also, provide steps to prevent marketing emails 
from being marked as spam.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for affiliate marketing

1. Summarize and seed information about 
competitors’ products

Help me summarize the <metrics, e.g., key features, 
benefits, pricing, and target audience> of the top 5 
competitors’ products in the <insert industry or category>, 



into 5 bullet points each. This summary will help me gain a 
better understanding of the competitive landscape and 
identify opportunities to differentiate our product and 
marketing strategy. Here are the top 5 competitors’ 
products: <info of competitors’ products>.

2. Ask ChatGPT to incorporate a list of keywords into 
an existing piece of writing

Here is my writing: <your writing>. Please include the 
following terms in a natural-sounding way where they 
make sense in my writing. Here are the terms: <the list of 
keywords>

3. Create HTML Pros/Cons chart



Create an HTML code in text format for a visually 
appealing pros/cons chart. <describe how you want the 
chart looks>.

4. Identify strategies for promoting affiliate products 
on specific social media channels

Identify the most effective strategies for promoting affiliate 
products on <social media channels>, targeting audiences 
interested in <insert niche here>. Also, provide specific 
tactics, including any best practices or guidelines.

5. Identify profitable niches to promote products in

Identify the most effective ways for affiliate marketers to 
identify profitable niches for promoting products. Also, 
provide specific criteria that can be used to evaluate the 
profitability of a niche, such as the level of competition, 
audience demand, product relevance, and commission 
rates.

6. Techniques to gain the trust of the audience.



I want you to act as an affiliate marketer. Your task is to 
identify the most effective techniques to gain the trust of 
your audience.

7. Common mistakes often made by affiliate marketers 
and ways to avoid them

I want you to act as an affiliate marketer. Your task is to list 
out common mistakes that you make and how you can 
avoid them.

8. Identify criteria for choosing the best affiliate 
programs

Identify the key factors to consider when selecting affiliate 
programs to promote. Also, guide how to evaluate them.

9. Generate ideas to promote affiliate products on 
specific platforms

What are some effective strategies for promoting affiliate 
products on <platform, e.g., blog, Facebook, Instagram, 
etc.>, and how can they be optimized for maximum 
results?



10. How to leverage video marketing

What are some best practices and techniques for affiliate 
marketers to leverage video marketing as a tool for 
promoting products?

11. Advice on how to track an affiliate marketing 
campaign

What are the most important metrics to track and analyze 
in an affiliate marketing campaign, and what tools and 
techniques can be used to monitor and optimize these 
metrics for better performance?

12. Advice on how to improve the performance of a 
landing page.

What are the key elements of a high-converting landing 
page for affiliate marketing, and how can they be 
incorporated into <landing page link> for better results?

13. Advice on how to use SEO for affiliate marketing.



What are the best practices and techniques for using SEO 
to drive traffic and sales for affiliate marketing, and how 
can they be optimized for better results?

14. Tips for writing effective product reviews

What are some best practices for writing compelling and 
persuasive product reviews that can drive sales and 
conversions? Please provide specific tips and examples.

15. Identify the right target audience for affiliate 
products

How can affiliate marketers identify and target the right 
audience for the products they are promoting? Please 
suggest any research methods or tools that can help.

16. Create compelling content for affiliate marketing

What are some effective strategies for creating engaging 
and shareable content that can promote affiliate products? 
Please provide specific tips and examples.

17. Best practices for email marketing in affiliate 
marketing



What are some effective email marketing strategies for 
promoting affiliate products and building a loyal subscriber 
base? Please provide specific tips and examples.

18. Tips for building and maintaining relationships 
with affiliate networks

What are some best practices for building and maintaining 
relationships with affiliate networks, and how can these 
relationships benefit your affiliate marketing efforts?

19. Strategies for increasing click-through rates and 
conversions

What are some effective tactics for increasing click-
through rates and conversions for affiliate products, such 
as using call-to-action buttons, optimizing landing pages, 
and leveraging social proof?

20. Advice on how to negotiate higher commission 
rates

What are some tips and techniques for negotiating higher 
commission rates with affiliate networks and merchants, 
and how can you justify your request?

21. Leverage social proof in affiliate marketing



How can affiliate marketers leverage social proof, such as 
user reviews, testimonials, and endorsements, to increase 
trust and credibility with their audience?

22. Create a content calendar for affiliate marketing

What are some best practices for creating a content 
calendar for affiliate marketing, and how can you use it to 
plan and schedule your content in advance?

23. Tips for optimizing affiliate marketing campaigns 
for mobile devices

What are some best practices for optimizing affiliate 
marketing campaigns for mobile devices, such as using 
responsive design, simplifying forms, and reducing page 
load times?

24. Identify and avoid fraudulent affiliate programs

How can affiliate marketers identify and avoid fraudulent 
or scam affiliate programs, and what steps can they take 
to protect themselves and their audience?

25. Develop a long-term affiliate marketing strategy

What are some tips and techniques for developing a 
sustainable and profitable long-term affiliate marketing 



strategy, such as diversifying your product portfolio, 
tracking your metrics, and building strong relationships 
with your audience?

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for market research

1. How to research consumer personas

How can market researchers effectively gather and 
analyze data to develop accurate and actionable 
consumer personas in <niche or industry>?

2. Brainstorm questions to ask in a survey

What specific questions do we want to ask in the survey 
<include information you want to gather from your 
customers>?

3. Understand customer pain points

What are the common pain points experienced by 
customers in <niche or industry>, and how can market 
researchers effectively identify and address them?



4. Exploring customer motivations

What are the key motivators that drive customers to 
purchase products or services in <niche or industry>, and 
how can market researchers effectively identify and 
leverage them in their strategies?

5. Evaluating customer satisfaction

How can market researchers effectively measure 
customer satisfaction with <product or service> in <niche 
or industry>, and what strategies can be employed to 
improve it?

6. Analyzing competitor strategies

What are the most effective strategies employed by 
competitors in <niche or industry>, and how can market 
researchers analyze and learn from them to gain a 
competitive edge?

7. Assessing market trends

How can market researchers stay up-to-date with the 
latest trends in <niche or industry> to ensure they are 
meeting customer needs and expectations?

8. Understanding customer behavior



What are the key factors that influence customer behavior 
in <niche or industry>, and how can market researchers 
use this knowledge to develop effective marketing 
campaigns?

9. Measuring brand awareness

How can market researchers effectively measure brand 
awareness in <niche or industry>, and what strategies can 
be employed to increase it?

10. Identifying market gaps

What are the current gaps in <niche or industry>, and how 
can market researchers effectively identify and fill them to 
meet customer needs?

11. Conducting focus groups

How can market researchers effectively conduct focus 
groups to gather valuable insights into customer attitudes, 
preferences, and behaviors in <niche or industry>?

12. Utilizing social media

How can market researchers effectively utilize social 
media to gather insights into customer attitudes, 
preferences, and behaviors in <niche or industry>?



13. Understanding the customer journey

What is the customer journey in <niche or industry>, and 
how can market researchers effectively map it to identify 
key touchpoints and opportunities for engagement?

14. Exploring customer perceptions

What are customers’ key perceptions of <product or 
service> in <niche or industry>, and how can market 
researchers effectively analyze and address them?

15. Developing effective marketing campaigns

What are the key elements of an effective marketing 
campaign in <niche or industry>, and how can market 
researchers effectively develop and execute them to 
achieve their goals?

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for PPC marketers

1. Develop a keyword strategy

What keyword strategy would you recommend for a PPC 
campaign with a budget of <amount>, targeting <target 
audience> in <niche or industry>, to achieve <specific 
goal>, such as increasing website traffic or generating 
leads?



2. Create a Google Ads campaign from scratch

Create a comprehensive and impactful advertising 
campaign on Google for <product or service> to achieve 
<specific goal>. The campaign should target <specific 
audience> and have a budget of <amount>.

Please explain the targeting decisions you made, including 
geographic, demographic, and interest-based targeting, as 
well as the ad copy decisions you made, such as the 
headlines, descriptions, and calls to action.

3. Conduct a competitive analysis

Conduct a competitive analysis for a PPC campaign with a 
budget of <amount>, targeting <niche or industry>, to 
achieve <specific goal>.

Please analyze the ad copy, targeting strategies, and 
landing pages of at least <number> competitors and 
provide insights into their strengths and weaknesses.

4. Optimize ad copy for higher click-through rates 
(CTR)



Rewrite ad copy for a Google Ads campaign for <product 
or service> targeting <specific audience> to improve CTR. 
The current CTR for the campaign is <percentage>. 
Please write explanations about the changes you made to 
the ad copy and why these changes are likely to result in 
higher CTR.

5. Analyze data to improve ROI

Analyze the data from a PPC campaign to improve ROI. 
The campaign has been running for <number> months, 
and the goal is to achieve an ROI of at least 
<percentage>.

Please provide insights on the campaign’s performance, 
including metrics such as click-through rate, conversion 
rate, cost per click, and cost per acquisition.

Based on your analysis, recommend changes to the 
campaign that are likely to improve ROI, such as 
adjustments to targeting, bidding, ad copy, or landing 
pages.

6. Create a retargeting campaign

Create a retargeting campaign for <product or service> to 
convert users who visited the website but did not convert. 
The campaign should have a budget of <amount> and 



target users who have visited the website in the past 
<number> days.

Please explain the targeting decisions you made, including 
audience segmentation and ad frequency capping, as well 
as the ad copy decisions you made, such as the 
headlines, descriptions, and calls to action.

7. Develop a mobile-specific campaign

Develop a PPC campaign for mobile devices to achieve 
<specific goal>. The campaign should have a budget of 
<amount> and target <specific audience> in <niche or 
industry>.

Please explain how the targeting and ad copy differ from a 
desktop campaign, including audience segmentation, 
device targeting, ad formats, and ad copy variations.

8. Analyze the effectiveness of a PPC campaign

Analyze the effectiveness of a PPC campaign to achieve 
<specific goal>, such as increasing website traffic or 
generating leads. The campaign has been running for 
<number> months and has a budget of <amount>. Please 
examine key metrics such as click-through rate, 
conversion rate, and cost per acquisition, and provide 
insights on the campaign’s performance.



Based on your analysis, recommend changes to the 
campaign that are likely to improve its effectiveness, such 
as adjustments to targeting, bidding, ad copy, or landing 
pages.

9. Develop a seasonal campaign

Develop a PPC campaign for a seasonal product or 
service to achieve <specific goal>. The campaign should 
run during the <number> season and have a budget of 
<amount>. Please target <target audience> in <niche or 
industry>, and explain how the targeting and ad copy differ 
from a non-seasonal campaign.

10. Use dynamic keyword insertion

Use dynamic keyword insertion in a Google Ads campaign 
targeting <specific audience> to achieve <specific goal>. 
Explain how you would use dynamic keyword insertion to 
create ads that automatically update to match the search 
term used by the user.

11. Conduct ad testing



Conduct ad testing in a PPC campaign targeting <specific 
audience> to achieve <specific goal>. Write explanations 
about which elements of the ads you would test, such as 
headlines, ad copy, or images, and how you would 
evaluate the results of the testing, such as by analyzing 
metrics like click-through rate, conversion rate, or cost per 
acquisition.

12. Use location-based targeting

Develop a PPC campaign that uses location-based 
targeting <specific audience> in <a specific geographic 
area> to achieve <specific goal>. Explain how you would 
use location-based targeting in a Google Ads campaign to 
reach your target audience.

13. Optimize bidding strategy

Optimize the bidding strategy for a PPC campaign 
targeting <specific audience> to achieve <specific goal> to 
improve ROI, focusing on factors, such as cost per click, 
conversion rate, and cost per acquisition. Describe the 
goals of the campaign and the target audience, and 
explain how you would adjust the bidding strategy to align 
with these goals.

14. Create a video ad campaign



Create a video ad campaign for <product or service> that 
targets <target audience> in <niche or industry>. Describe 
the campaign’s goals and the metrics you will use to 
measure its effectiveness. Discuss how you would choose 
the appropriate ad format and placement for the 
campaign, and write explanations about the targeting 
options available for video ads in Google Ads, including 
demographic, interest, and behavioral targeting.

15. Use negative keywords

Use negative keywords to exclude irrelevant searches 
from a PPC campaign. What negative keywords would 
you include for a campaign targeting <niche or industry>?

16. Use ad extensions

Use ad extensions to provide additional information and 
encourage clicks in a Google Ads campaign. What ad 
extensions would you include in a campaign for <product 
or service> targeting <target audience>?

17. Use remarketing lists for search ads (RLSAs)

Develop a PPC campaign using remarketing lists for 
search ads (RLSAs) to target users who have previously 
visited your website. Explain how RLSAs work and how 
you would set them up in a Google Ads campaign.



E. Best ChatGPT prompts for social media 
marketing

For Instagram marketing

1. Brainstorm Instagram post ideas

Please create a list of <number> Instagram post ideas 
focused on <product/service/anything you want to 
promote> under the theme of <enter the theme>. Each 
post idea should be creative and engaging and include a 
captivating caption and relevant hashtags. <include details 
of your goals>

For example:

2. Brainstorm Instagram bio ideas

Please provide <number> distinct and creative Instagram 
bio ideas for <provide details of a particular brand or 
person>. The bio should be concise, engaging, aligned 
with the <brand/person>’s values and messaging, and 
include a clear call-to-action.



3. Brainstorm Instagram highlight cover ideas

Please generate <amount> Instagram highlight cover 
ideas for the following categories: <categories>. Your 
ideas should be visually appealing and relevant to each 
category, helping to create a cohesive and professional 
look for the highlights section of the profile. Please keep in 
mind the overall aesthetic and branding of the profile when 
generating the ideas.

4. Brainstorm Instagram Stories ideas

Please provide <amount> creative Instagram Stories ideas 
to promote <provide details of your product/event, such as 
name, target audience, messaging, location, goals, etc.>. 
Your ideas should include interactive elements, such as 
polls or quizzes, to engage your audience. The aim is to 
create engaging and entertaining content that promotes 
the product or event effectively. Please keep in mind the 
target audience and messaging when creating the Stories.

5. Develop a series of Instagram Reels

Please develop a series of <amount> Instagram Reels 
focused on the following topic: <provide details of the 
topic>. Your Reels should be creative, engaging, 
informative, and include a clear message or call-to-action. 
Each Reel should have a relevant and captivating caption 
and use appropriate hashtags to reach the target audience 



effectively. Please keep in mind the target audience and 
messaging when creating the Reels.

For Facebook marketing

6. Brainstorm Facebook event ideas

Please list <amount> engaging Facebook event ideas for 
the following brand or theme: <provide details of brand/
theme>. Each event idea should include a compelling 
event title and a detailed description that highlights the 
event’s purpose and key features. Your aim is <describe 
your goals when creating these events>. Please keep in 
mind the brand or theme’s messaging and values when 
creating the event ideas.

7. Brainstorm Facebook Stories ideas

Please provide five creative Facebook Stories ideas to 
promote <product/event> targeting <specific audience> in 
<location> to achieve <your goals>. Your ideas should 
include interactive elements such as polls or quizzes to 
engage your audience effectively. Please keep in mind the 
target audience, location, and messaging when creating 
the Stories.

8. Brainstorm Facebook post ideas



Please list ten engaging Facebook post ideas for <provide 
details of your product/service and target audience>. Each 
post should have an attention-grabbing caption that is 
relevant to the post’s content and includes relevant 
hashtags to reach the target audience effectively. Your aim 
is <describe your goal for these Facebook posts>. Please 
keep in mind the target audience, messaging, and goals 
when creating the post ideas.

9. Plan a Facebook Live event

Please create a Facebook Live event plan for <specific 
topic>. Please include an event overview, talking points, 
proposed guest speakers, estimated duration, and a clear 
call-to-action. Also, please let me know if there are any 
particular goals or objectives that I should keep in mind 
when developing the plan.

10. Write a Facebook ad copy

I want you to act as a professional copywriter experienced 
in writing high-converting Facebook ads. Your task is to 
write a persuasive Facebook ad copy for my brand, which 
offers the following products and services <describe your 
brand name, products, and services>. The ad copy should 
be <desired word count> words long, with an attention-
grabbing headline and a strong call to action that 
encourages users to take action.



11. Plan a Facebook content strategy

I am the owner of <insert business brand name>, which 
offers <insert a brief description of products or services>. I 
would like you to act as my social media manager and 
create a two-week content calendar for Facebook posts to 
promote my brand and generate engagement with my 
audience effectively. For each day, I would like you to 
provide one post that is highly engaging and emotionally 
appealing to my followers. Please include hashtags and 
emojis to increase the visibility of each post.

12. Write a caption for Facebook Photo

I want you to act as a social media manager. Your task is 
to write five captions for a Facebook photo that showcases 
<brief description of the photo and its relevance to the 
brand>. The tone of voice should be <desired tone of 
voice, such as friendly, professional, or humorous>. The 
goals for these Facebook posts are to <specific goals>. 
Please include relevant hashtags and emojis to enhance 
the caption.



13. Brainstorm Facebook group post ideas

I want you to act as the owner of a Facebook group 
focused on <topic of your group and personas of your 
members>. Your task is to generate an interesting and 
engaging question that you can post on the group to spark 
discussion and interaction among the members. The 
purpose of the question is to <purpose of the question>. 
Please make sure that the question is relevant to the topic 
and is phrased clearly and concisely.

For Twitter marketing

14. Write a Twitter bio

I want you to act as my social media manager and write 
an interesting and engaging Twitter bio for <your brand 
name, niche, and industry/profession>. The Twitter bio 
should accurately represent my brand and appeal to my 
target audience <provide details of your target audience>. 
Please take into consideration the interests, values, and 
needs of the target audience to ensure that the bio 
effectively communicates the unique selling proposition of 
the brand.

15. Generate tweets for a specific profession, niche, or 
business



I want you to act as a social media manager and generate 
20 tweets for <provide info about profession/business 
name, niche or industry> targeting <target audience>. The 
goals of these tweets are to <goals>. Please include 
popular and relevant hashtags in each tweet to increase 
visibility and engagement. To generate effective tweets, 
please take into consideration the interests, values, and 
needs of the target audience and the unique selling 
proposition of the brand.

16. Brainstorm Twitter thread ideas

Create <desired amount> Twitter thread ideas that will 
showcase <your service, product, or blog> to <your target 
customer> in <the desired tone of voice>. Each thread 
should include elements that make it go viral, such as 
hashtags and emojis.

17. Plan two-week Twitter content

Develop a two-week Twitter content calendar to promote 
<details of your business/brand and what it does> to <your 
target audience and their personas>. Create <desired 
amount> tweets per day targeting relevant customer 
personas and including appropriate hashtags and emojis.

For LinkedIn marketing



18. Write a LinkedIn ‘About’ section

I own a LinkedIn account that represents my <brand/
profession, niche, target audience, and goals>. I want you 
to act as my social media manager to help me create an 
appealing LinkedIn ‘About’ section for my target audience. 
Your task is to write a <desired word count> ‘About’ 
section that accurately and engagingly reflects my brand/
profession and resonates with my target audience.

19. Plan month-long LinkedIn content

I would like to hire you as my social media manager for my 
<your business/brand/profession>. I need you to create a 
month-long content calendar with at least one post each 
day on LinkedIn, which is my primary platform. Please 
write the posts for me, including relevant hashtags and 
emojis.

My target audience is <provide details of your target 
audience>.

Please ensure the posts are engaging and informative, 
highlighting <key benefits of your business/brand/
profession>.

20. Write a promotional LinkedIn post



I want you to create a promotional LinkedIn post for <your 
product/service name, key benefits, features, and target 
audience>. Please ensure that the post is engaging and 
informative and highlights the key benefits of our product/
service for our target audience.

21. Write LinkedIn ad headlines

I would like you to create 5 LinkedIn ad headlines for my 
company’s website <website URL or reference page>. Our 
website provides <details of the products/services/offers 
on the website>. Our target audience is <details of your 
target audience>. Please ensure that the ad headlines are 
attention-grabbing, concise, and highlight the benefits of 
our products/services.

22. Write a LinkedIn ad copy

Please write an enticing and persuasive LinkedIn ad copy 
for our company’s new product/service. Our product/
service is <provide details of the product/service>, and our 
target audience is <provide details of the target 



audience>. The ad copy should be around <desired word 
count> words long and should include a clear call-to-
action. Please ensure the ad highlights the key benefits of 
our product/service and how it can help our target 
audience. The tone of the ad should be professional yet 
engaging. Please ensure the ad copy adheres to 
LinkedIn’s ad policies and guidelines.

For TikTok marketing

23. Plan a month-long TikTok content calendar

I want you to act as my TikTok manager for my <business/
brand/profession>. I need you to create a month-long 
content calendar with at least one TikTok video daily. 
Please come up with creative ideas that will engage and 
inform my target audience, who are primarily <provide 
details of your target audience>. Please use relevant 
hashtags and ensure the videos highlight <key benefits of 
your business/brand/profession>.

24. Write a promotional TikTok video script



I want you to write a promotional TikTok video script for 
<your product/service name, key benefits, features, and 
target audience>. Please ensure that the video is 
engaging, informative, and highlights the key benefits of 
our product/service for our target audience. Please also 
include relevant hashtags in the video captions.

25. Write TikTok video captions

I would like you to create 10 TikTok video captions for my 
company’s TikTok account. Our company is <provide 
details of your company>. Our target audience is primarily 
<provide details of your target audience>. Please ensure 
that the captions are attention-grabbing, concise, and 
highlight the benefits of our products/services. Please also 
include relevant hashtags in the captions.

For YouTube marketing

26. Create a video content strategy

I want to hire you to help me create a video content 
strategy for my YouTube channel. My target audience is 
<provide details of your target audience>, and I would like 
to create content that is informative, engaging, and 
entertaining. Please provide a detailed plan that outlines 
the type of content we should create, the frequency of 
posts, and the key themes we should focus on.



27. Write a YouTube video script

I want you to write a script for a YouTube video promoting 
<your product/service>. Please ensure that the script is 
engaging and informative and highlights the key benefits 
of our product/service for our target audience. Also, 
provide suggestions for appropriate visuals and 
background music.

28. Optimize YouTube video titles and descriptions

I would like you to optimize the titles and descriptions of 
my existing YouTube videos to improve their visibility and 
ranking. Please provide SEO-friendly titles and 
descriptions with relevant keywords and tags. Also, 
provide suggestions for eye-catching thumbnails to 
improve click-through rates.

29. Create a YouTube ad campaign

I want you to create a YouTube ad campaign for my 
business/brand to reach our target audience. Please 
provide five different ad variations highlighting the key 
benefits of our products/services. Also, provide 
suggestions for targeting options and ad formats 
(skippable, non-skippable, bumper, etc.).

30. Brainstorm YouTube series ideas



Please suggest <desired amount> potential YouTube 
series ideas for <a specific theme or niche>. For each 
series, provide a brief overview along with suggested 
video topics that align with the theme or niche.

F. Best ChatGPT prompts for public relations 
specialists

1. Email template to update a client on the progress of 
their PR campaign

Please write an email to a client who is currently running a 
PR campaign with your organization. In the email, provide 
a detailed update on the progress of their PR campaign, 
including any media coverage or other relevant 
information. Please also include any next steps or 
recommendations for how to continue the campaign’s 
success.

2. Write a press release

I want you to write a press release about our upcoming 
event <include the event’s date, time, purpose, and 
location> in <desired tone of voice>. Please ensure that 
the press release is <desired word count> words long, 
newsworthy, well-written, and has a clear call-to-action.

3. Outline a crisis communication plan



I need you to create a crisis communication plan for my 
business that includes potential scenarios and response 
strategies. Please ensure that the plan is clear, concise, 
and easily accessible.

4. Pitch a story to a journalist

I would like you to pitch a story to a relevant journalist 
about <details of your company, product, or industry 
news>. Please ensure that the pitch is personalized, 
engaging, and highlights the unique aspects of our story.

5. Outline a social media strategy

I want you to act as a public relations specialist, I need 
you to develop a social media strategy for our company. 
Our company is <details of your company: name, what it’s 
about, target audience, and goals>. Please outline the 
platforms to be used, the target audience, content themes, 
and posting frequency.

6. Organize a press event

I would like you to organize a press event to promote 
<your company, product, or service>. Please ensure the 
event is well-planned, has a clear objective, and is 
executed flawlessly.



7. Provide steps to develop a thought leadership plan 
for a business

I would like you to develop a thought leadership plan for 
my business/brand that includes identifying key topics, 
developing content, and pitching guest posts and 
interviews to relevant media outlets. Please ensure that 
the plan positions my business/brand as a leader in the 
industry.

8. Create a media kit for your company

I want you to act as a public relations specialist, your task 
is to create a comprehensive media kit for your company. 
<provide URLs or text of your company background, key 
messages, product information, and visuals>

9. Outline a media training session

I want you to act as a public relations specialist, your task 
is to conduct a media training session for our company’s 
spokespersons. Please cover topics such as message 



development, media interview techniques, and crisis 
communication.

10. How to monitor media coverage

I want you to act as a public relations specialist, how do 
you monitor media coverage of our company and 
industry?

11. Outline a media event plan

Create an outline for a media event plan that showcases 
<details about your business/brand> and provides an 
opportunity to meet with relevant journalists, bloggers, and 
influencers. Ensure that the event is well-organized and 
newsworthy.

12. Outline an influencer marketing plan

Outline an influencer marketing plan that includes 
identifying relevant influencers, developing content, and 
measuring the results. Ensure that the plan aligns with 
<requirements of your business/brand goals>.

13. Write op-eds about a topic

Write op-ed articles about a specific <topic> related to 
<details on your business/brand>. These op-eds should 



provide a unique and thought-provoking perspective that 
positions the business/brand as a leader in <target 
industry>. The articles should be well-researched, 
persuasive, and articulate a clear call-to-action or opinion. 
Please ensure the op-eds align with <your business/
brand’s values and messaging>.

14. Write a pitch template for speaking opportunities

Write a pitch template for relevant speaking opportunities 
to position <details on your business/brand> as a thought 
leader and provide opportunities for networking.

15. Write a statement to address a controversy 
surrounding a client’s actions

I want you to act as a public relations specialist, your task 
is to write a statement to address a controversy 
surrounding a client’s actions. Please provide a clear and 
concise statement that addresses <issue> and shows your 
client’s commitment to addressing the concerns of its 
stakeholders. Please keep in mind the tone and language 
appropriate to the situation and the audience that will 
receive the statement.

G. Best ChatGPT prompts for storytelling

1. Learn about the impact of storytelling on marketing



How does brand storytelling impact marketing success, 
and what are some examples of effective brand 
storytelling strategies?

2. Develop a brand story with a clear purpose

I own <your brand’s name, purposes, values and unique 
selling proposition, and target audience>. I want you to 
become my content marketer with experience in telling 
brand stories. Your task is to create a compelling brand 
story that effectively communicates our purpose, values, 
and unique selling proposition, using <desired storytelling 
technique> to resonate with our target audience.

3. Tell a story through user-generated content

I want you to act as the content marketer for <your brand’s 
name>, a brand with <info about your brand’s purpose, 
target audience, and positive impact on its customers>. 
Your task is to craft a story using user-generated content, 
such as customer testimonials or reviews, that showcases 
the brand’s impact on its customers. To enhance the 
story’s impact and create a more engaging narrative, use 
this customer quote: <customer quote>.



4. Develop a character-driven brand story

I want you to act as the content marketer for <your brand’s 
name>, your task is to create a compelling brand story that 
brings your brand’s values and mission to life through a 
fictional character. <include info about your brand’s values 
and mission> Choose a character that resonates with your 
target audience <details of your target audience> and use 
storytelling techniques to showcase how they embody 
your brand’s values and interact with your brand. To 
enhance the story’s impact and create a more engaging 
narrative, use this customer quote: <customer quote>.

5. Tell a story of transformation

I’m the owner of <your brand’s name>, a brand that 
<information about your brand’s product or service, target 
audience, and how the product/service transforms your 
customer’s life>. And I want you to act as a professional 
content marketer for my brand. Your task is to create a 
brand story that highlights how our product or service can 



transform our customer’s life. Incorporate storytelling 
techniques that make the story emotionally engaging and 
impactful. Your story should inspire our target audience to 
take action and experience the transformative power of 
our brand firsthand.

6. Create a story around your brand’s history

I want you to act as an experienced content marketer. 
Your task is to develop a brand story highlighting key 
milestones in the brand’s history and how it has evolved. 
Your objective is to ensure that by the end of the story, 
your audience has a deep understanding of the brand’s 
journey and is inspired by its resilience and commitment to 
its values. Utilize storytelling techniques to make the 
narrative engaging, informative, and interesting for your 
target audience. Your story should be based on the 
following information: <your brand’s name, purpose, niche, 
and key milestones in its history>.

7. Tell a story of collaboration

I want you to act as an experienced content marketer. 
Your task is to develop a compelling brand story that 
showcases a successful collaboration between your brand 
and another company. Utilize effective storytelling 
techniques to highlight the benefits of the partnership and 
how it has helped both parties achieve their goals. Your 
story should be based on the following information: 



<names of the two collaborating brands, the nature of the 
collaboration, the challenges the brands faced before 
partnering, the solutions implemented, and the positive 
outcomes achieved through the collaboration>.

8. Create a story that showcases your brand’s culture

I want you to act as an experienced content marketer. 
Your task is to develop a brand story highlighting your 
brand’s culture, values, and mission. Use storytelling 
techniques to showcase how your brand’s culture drives 
its success. Your story should be based on the following 
information: <your brand’s culture, values, and mission>.

9. Tell a story of overcoming challenges

As an experienced content marketer, your task is to create 
a brand story that highlights how your brand has 
overcome challenges or obstacles to achieve success. 
Use storytelling techniques to make the story emotionally 
engaging and inspiring. Your story should be based on the 
following information: <your brand’s challenges, how it 
overcame these challenges, and its achievements>

10. Develop a story that highlights your brand’s vision 
for the future

As an experienced content marketer, your task is to create 
a brand story highlighting your brand’s vision for the future 



and how it plans to achieve its goals. Use storytelling 
techniques to make the story inspiring and visionary. Your 
story should be based on the following information: <your 
brand’s name, purpose, future vision, goals, and plans to 
achieve these goals>.

III. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Writing and Content Creation
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for blog writing

1. Outline a blog post

Create an outline for a blog post about <topic>. The 
outline should include a series of subheadings that will 
serve as the main sections of your post, as well as a 
starting sentence for each section. Aim to create a logical 
and coherent flow throughout your post by organizing your 
ideas and thoughts clearly and concisely.

2. Write a standard blog post

Write a 100% unique, human-written, SEO-optimized, and 
interesting blog post about <topic> using a <desired tone> 
tone. Your post should be <desired word count> words 
long and have creative titles for the blog post and each 
section. Aim to include <desired number of sections and 
paragraphs in each section>. Use active voice and 



transition words to create a clear and engaging flow 
throughout the post. Incorporate the following keywords in 
a natural-sounding way where they make sense: 
<keywords>.

3. Expand the provided text

Use the following text as a starting point to create a more 
comprehensive piece of writing. You may need to rephrase 
or expand upon the original text to achieve this. The goal 
is to produce a well-written and informative piece that 
builds upon the ideas presented in the original text. Text: 
<text>

4. Write a comparison review

As a blogger in <niche>, your task is to compare and 
contrast two products/tools/services related to <topic>. 
Your objective is to provide an honest and unbiased 
review of each, highlighting the pros and cons of both 



options. Your ultimate goal is to offer a recommendation 
for your readers based on your personal experience and 
research. Here are the two products/tools/services: 
<include the names and URLs of the two products/tools/
services you will be reviewing>.

5. Improve the readability of text

Please simplify the following text to make it clearer and 
easier to read for <details about your target audience: who 
they are, age range, academic level, etc.>: <text>. 
Consider using simpler language, shorter sentences, and 
breaking up large blocks of text. Your goal is to make the 
text more accessible and easy to comprehend while 
maintaining the original meaning.

6. Determine the most effective content formats for a 
subject

As an SEO master, your task is to determine the most 
effective content formats for <subject>, taking into account 
<engagement metrics> and <target audience 
preferences>. Your goal is to recommend the best content 
formats for your subject that will resonate with your 
audience and drive engagement.”

7. Write an introduction for a blog post



Write a compelling introduction for a blog post on <topic>. 
Your introduction should be <desired word count> words 
long and written in <desired tone> tone. Consider using 
attention-grabbing hooks. Your goal is to create a strong 
first impression that sets the tone for the rest of the article 
and entices the reader to continue reading.

8. Improve spelling of text

Your task is to correct and improve the spelling of the 
following text: <text>. Your objective is to maintain the 
original meaning while enhancing the clarity and fluency of 
the text. Focus on correcting any spelling errors or 
grammatical mistakes, and consider rephrasing any 
awkward or unclear sentences to improve the overall 
readability of the text. Your response should only include 
the corrected and improved version of the text, without any 
additional comments or explanations.

9. Write a conclusion for a blog post

Please write a conclusion for the provided blog post. Your 
objective is to summarize the main points of the article and 
leave the reader with a clear and memorable takeaway. 
The conclusion should be <desired word count> words 
long and should provide an impactful summary of the post 
that leaves a lasting impression on the reader. Your goal is 
to craft a conclusion that leaves the reader feeling 



satisfied and informed. Here is the blog post: <blog post 
content>

10. Write a meta description

Write a compelling meta description, under 160 
characters, for the blog post [title].

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for book writing

Important note: These prompts are meant to inspire and 
guide your book-writing process. Use them as a starting 
point and adapt them to fit your specific story and writing 
style.

1. Developing a compelling protagonist

Develop a protagonist for a <type of book> book who 
<provide details of the protagonist: appearance, unique 
skills/abilities, aspirations, and struggles >. Through their 
thoughts and actions, reveal their aspirations and internal 
struggles to make them a compelling character.

2. Crafting a detailed world

Craft a rich and immersive world for your <type of book> 
story by outlining <providing specific details about, e.g., 
the history, geography, social systems, and cultural 



practices>. Use vivid sensory details to transport the 
reader into this realm.

3. Crafting an opening scene

Craft a strong opening scene for your <type of book> book 
that captivates the reader by <providing a specific 
technique such as starting in the middle of the action or 
introducing an intriguing mystery>. Use descriptive 
language and sensory details to create a sense of 
<desired sense, e.g., urgency and suspense>. Consider 
the tone of your story, and use the opening scene to set 
the mood and immerse the reader in your world.

4. Identify and develop a theme

Identify a theme that is relevant to your <type of book> 
book and provide examples of how it will be explored 
throughout the book. Use <desired symbolism and 
metaphors> to reinforce the theme.

5. Writing effective dialogue



Craft <adjectives describing the dialogue> dialogue for 
your <type of screenplay> screenplay that <purposes of 
the dialogue>. <provide details about the desired tone of 
voice, purposes of using that tone, and other elements>.

6. Plotting the story arc

Develop a story arc that includes <the specific elements 
such as inciting incident, rising action, climax, and 
resolution>. Use twists and turns to keep the reader 
engaged.

7. Creating memorable antagonists

Develop a memorable antagonist that challenges the 
protagonist and has <a unique motivation>. Show their 
actions and their impact on the world to create a sense of 
conflict and tension.

8. Crafting a satisfying ending



Write a satisfying ending that <resolves the central 
conflict> while also leaving room for interpretation. Use 
callbacks to earlier scenes to create a sense of closure.

9. Using sensory details

Use sensory details to create a vivid experience for the 
reader by <providing specific examples such as describing 
smells, sounds, or textures>. This will make the story feel 
more immersive.

10. Developing a unique narrative style

Experiment with different narrative styles such as 
<providing specific examples such as nonlinear structure 
or multiple perspectives>. This will make the book stand 
out and provide a unique reading experience.

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for academic writing

1. Develop an essay outline

Develop an essay outline exploring <area of focus and 
direction you’d like to head in>. The introduction should 
provide background on the topic and explain its 
significance. In the body of the essay, examine the current 
research on the topic and discuss <details related to the 
area you want to discuss>. The conclusion should 
summarize the main points and emphasize the need for 



action. Use credible sources and statistics to support your 
argument.

2. Analyze and interpret data

Analyze and interpret the data presented in <source>. 
Explain the significance of the data and the patterns that 
emerge from it. Use visual aids, such as graphs and 
charts, to illustrate your findings. In the conclusion, 
discuss the implications of the data for <relevant area>.

3. Write a literature review

Write a literature review on <topic>. Provide a summary of 
the existing research on the topic and identify gaps in the 
literature. Critically analyze the sources you use and 
discuss the implications of the research for <relevant 
area>.

4. Develop a research proposal

Develop a research proposal exploring <area of focus and 
direction you’d like to head in>. Outline the research 
question(s) and provide a literature review of existing 
research on the topic. Discuss your research methodology 
and anticipated findings. Explain the significance of your 
research and how it will contribute to <relevant area>.



5. Write a critical analysis

Write a critical analysis of <source>. Analyze the strengths 
and weaknesses of the argument presented in the source 
and provide evidence to support your analysis. In the 
conclusion, summarize your analysis and provide 
recommendations for future research or action.

6. Create a case study

Create a case study analyzing <case>. Provide 
background information on the case and explain its 
significance. Analyze the case from different angles and 
provide recommendations for how the case could have 
been handled differently. Use credible sources to support 
your analysis.

7. Develop a policy proposal

Develop a policy proposal addressing <problem>. Identify 
the problem and provide background information on its 
significance. Provide a literature review of existing policies 
and analyze their strengths and weaknesses. Outline your 
proposed policy and explain how it will address the 
problem. Discuss potential obstacles to implementing your 
policy and how they can be overcome.

8. Write a comparative analysis



Write a comparative analysis of <source 1> and <source 
2>. Analyze the similarities and differences between the 
sources and explain their significance. Provide evidence to 
support your analysis and draw conclusions based on your 
findings.

9. Conduct a quantitative analysis

Conduct a quantitative analysis of <data set>. Analyze the 
data using statistical methods and interpret the results. 
Explain the significance of the data and discuss its 
implications for <relevant area>.

10. Write a personal reflection

Write a personal reflection on <topic>. Reflect on your 
personal experiences and how they relate to the topic. 
Discuss the impact that the topic has had on you and how 
you have grown as a result. Use specific examples to 
illustrate your reflection.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for rewriting text

1. Simplify complex sentences

I want you to help me simplify the following sentences: 
“<original sentences>”, which is from <source>, written in 
<the overall tone/style of the original text >. Your task is to 
break it down into smaller, more easily understood parts 



and write it in a more <desired tone> tone. Your goal is to 
ensure the simplified version is more accessible to <your 
target audience>.

2. Eliminate unnecessary words

Your task is to remove superfluous words from the 
provided text <specific sentence or paragraph>, while 
retaining its meaning and depth. Your goal is to create 
clear and direct communication targeted towards <your 
intended audience>. The aim is to <purpose of the text>.

3. Rearrange sentence structure

Your task is to restructure the provided text, <specific 
sentences>, to enhance the logical flow of ideas. Your goal 
is to make the text more comprehensible and easier to 
follow for the <target audience>, while maintaining the 
original message’s meaning.

4. Substitute weak verbs with strong verbs

Your task is to identify and replace weak verbs in the 
provided text: “<specific sentence or paragraph>” with 
stronger, more active verbs. Your goal is to make the text 
more engaging and impactful and to create a vivid picture 
in the reader’s mind. <include details about the purpose of 
the text, the intended audience, and any specific 



formatting or style guidelines that need to be followed for 
the text>

5. Use more specific and descriptive language

Your task is to replace vague or generic words in the 
provided text: “<specific sentence or paragraph>” with 
more specific and descriptive language. Your goal is to 
create text that is rich in detail and imagery and that 
captures the reader’s imagination. <include details about 
the purpose of the text, the intended audience, and any 
specific formatting or style guidelines that need to be 
followed for the text>

6. Change passive voice to active voice

Please identify and change the sentences in the following 
text: “<specific paragraph>” from passive voice to active 
voice. Your goal is to create text that is more engaging and 
dynamic and that places emphasis on the actions and 



motivations of the subject. <provide details about the 
purpose of the text and the intended audience>

7. Clarify ambiguous language

Your task is to identify and clarify any ambiguous language 
in the provided text, <specific sentence or paragraph>, 
which may cause confusion for readers. Your goal is to 
enhance the text’s clarity and ease of comprehension 
while maintaining its nuance and complexity. <provide 
details about the text’s purpose, the intended audience, 
and any specific formatting or style guidelines that must be 
followed>.

8. Adjust tone and style

Your task is to <adjust the tone and style> of <specific 
paragraph> to better suit the intended audience and 
purpose of the text. Your goal is to create text that is 
engaging, informative, and appropriate for the context in 
which it will be read. <include details about the purpose of 
the text, the intended audience, and any specific 
formatting or style guidelines that need to be followed for 
the text>

9. Use more varied sentence lengths

Your task is to vary the sentence length in the provided 
text, <specific paragraph>, to create a dynamic and 



engaging rhythm to the text targeted towards <intended 
audience>. Your goal is to capture and maintain the 
reader’s interest, avoiding monotony or predictability. 
<provide details about the formatting or style guidelines 
that must be followed, if there are any>

10. Rewrite for a different audience

Your task is to rewrite the provided text, <specific 
paragraph>, for a new audience with specific needs, 
expectations, and characteristics. The new audience is 
<details of the new audience: who they are, their needs, 
and expectations>. Your goal is to adapt the text to the 
new audience while preserving the original message’s 
meaning and integrity.

E. Best ChatGPT prompts for report writing

1. Outlining the structure of a report

Your task is to outline the overall structure of a report 
about <topic> targeted towards <target audience> to 
achieve <purpose of the report>. The outline should 
include the main sections, headings, and subheadings. 
Identify the logical flow of information and how it supports 
the report’s purpose and scope. Your goal is to ensure that 
the report’s structure is clear and easy to follow for <who 
will read the report>.



2. Write the introduction for a report

Write an engaging and informative introduction that 
<provides context for the report and clearly states its 
purpose> in the <desired tone> tone.

3. Write the main body of a report

Write the main body of a report about <topic> targeted 
towards <target audience> to achieve <purpose of the 
report>. The main body should be <desired word count> 
words long and written in the <desired tone> tone. 
Additionally, the main body should discuss < research 
results> and make recommendations. Use headings and 
subheadings to organize your information and make it 
easier to read.

4. Convert the provided text into a visual aid

Provide the following text in <desired type of visual aid, 
such as graphs, charts, tables, or diagrams> to help clarify 
complex information and make it easier to understand for 
<target audience>. <describe how you want your graph/
chart/table/diagram looks like, if possible>.

5. Write the conclusion for a report

Write the conclusion of a report about <topic> targeted 
towards <target audience> to achieve <purpose of the 



report>. The conclusion should include the following main 
points of the report: <list of main points>. Also, the 
conclusion should reiterate the report’s purpose and be 
written in the <desired tone> tone.

6. Brainstorm a list of questions to be included in a 
survey

Write a list of <desired number> questions in a survey to 
gather feedback and insights about <target audience>. 
This information will then be used to write a large-scope 
report on the current state of the housing market.

7. Write a reference list of sources cited in a report

Include the following reference list of sources cited in a 
report using the <desired style, such as APA or MLA style: 
<sources’ names and URLs>.

8. Write a purpose statement for a report

Write a clear and concise purpose statement for your 
report about <topic> targeted towards <target audience> 
to achieve <purpose of the report>. The purpose 
statement should communicate the main goal of your 
report and be specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, 
and time-bound (SMART).



F. Best ChatGPT prompts for grant writing

1. Research a funding organization

Imagine that you’re working for an organization <include 
your organization name, mission, goals, and priorities>. 
Your task is to research the provided grant program to see 
if it aligns with your organization. Specifically, you need to 
determine the following:

• The grant program’s mission, goals, and priorities.
• Previous projects it has funded.
• The review process.
• If there are any requirements or restrictions.
• Review the grant guidelines to determine if your 

organization is eligible.
Here is the grant program: <its name and the URL of its 
grant database or website>

2. Develop a project plan for a grant proposal

Create a project plan that outlines the goals, objectives, 
methods, and expected outcomes of the proposed project.

3. How to define goals for a proposed project

Give me an example of SMART-optimized goals for a 
project for a grant proposal.



4. How to define objectives for a proposed project

Give me an example of SMART-optimized objectives for a 
project for a grant proposal.

5. Identify the potential risks

Identify the potential risks that could affect your project 
<include details of your project’s goals and objectives>, 
and develop a detailed plan for managing each risk.

6. Identify project methods

Identify the best methods to be used to achieve the 
following objectives of your project: <your project’s 
objectives>.

7. Write a grant proposal

Imagine that you’re working for an organization <include 
your organization name, mission, goals, and project 



needs>. Your task is to write a clear, concise, and 
persuasive proposal for grant funding. Ensure your 
proposal highlights your organization’s mission, goals, and 
project needs and how they align with the following grant 
program’s objectives: <details of the grant program’s 
objectives>.

8. Write a follow-up email after submitting a grant 
proposal

Imagine that you’ve just submitted a grant proposal for a 
grant program called <grant program’s name>. Now, your 
task is to write a brief follow-up email thanking the funder 
for their time and consideration of your proposal. Request 
confirmation that they received your proposal and ask if 
they have any additional questions or require further 
information.

G. Best ChatGPT prompts for video scripts

1. Learn about your target audience

Imagine you’re going to write the script for a video about 
<details of the video’s topic, main goals, and the message 
you want to convey to your audience>. Now, your task is 
to identify the target audience of the video. Specifically, 
you need to identify:



• Who your audience is.
• What is their age, gender, location, education level, 

and occupation?
• Are they familiar with the topic or subject matter of 

your video, or do they need to be educated on it?
• What are their interests and values? What motivates 

them? What are their pain points or challenges?
• How do they consume content? Where do they watch 

videos? On which platforms do they spend the most 
time?

2. Research the video topic

Imagine that you’re prepared to write a video script about 
<topic, target audience, and messages you want to 
convey to your audience>. Your task is to conduct 
thorough research on your video’s topic. Specifically, you 
need to collect relevant information, data, statistics, and 
examples that help develop key messages.

3. Develop the outline of a video script

Imagine that you’re prepared to write a video script about 
<topic, target audience, and messages you want to 
convey to your audience>. Your task is to create an outline 
that structures the content of your video. Your goal is to 
organize your ideas into a logical sequence and identify 
the key points you want to cover.

4. Write a video script



Write an engaging and creative script for a video about 
<topic, target audience, and messages you want to 
convey to your audience>. Your video script should meet 
the following:

• Capture your message in a compelling and concise 
way.

• Use clear and simple language.
• Focus on the benefits and value of your message for 

your audience.
H. Best ChatGPT prompts for newsletter

1. Write the subject line for a newsletter

Create the subject line for your newsletter about 
<newsletter’s purpose, target audience, and business 
objectives>. Ensure the subject line is between 40-50 
characters long, specific, relevant, and compelling enough 
to entice readers to open your email. The subject line 
should also be written in <desired tone and type of 
content> to suit the target audience. Finally, ensure the 
subject line conveys the value of your newsletter content 
and creates a sense of urgency or curiosity.

2. Write a newsletter

Your task is to write a newsletter of <desired word count> 
words long about <details of the newsletter’s purpose, 
frequency, and target audience>. Ensure to write the 



newsletter in <desired tone and type of content>, and 
keep the content concise, relevant, and engaging. 
Additionally, include calls to action in your newsletter.

3. Develop buyer personas for your newsletter’s target 
audience

Develop buyer personas for your target audience who is 
<details of who your target audience is>. This information 
will be used for writing a newsletter about <details of the 
newsletter’s purpose, frequency, and business 
objectives>.

4. Identify the right layouts for a newsletter

You’re prepared to write a newsletter about beauty news 
targeting women between 20-35 years old who are 
interested in beauty tips, hacks, and reviews of the latest 
cosmetic products. Your task is to identify the right layouts 
that work best for the audience.

5. How to measure the success of a newsletter

As a professional newsletter writer, what are the key 
metrics you use to measure the success of your 
newsletter about <details of the newsletter’s purpose, 
frequency, and target audience>?



I. Best ChatGPT prompts for proofreading and 
editing

1. Review spelling and grammar errors in content

Please check for spelling or grammar mistakes, including 
punctuation and capitalization errors, in the following text: 
<text>.

2. Review content for clarity and coherence

Please check the clarity and coherence of the provided 
text. Specifically, your tasks are to:

• Break down any overly long sentence into shorter 
ones to make them suitable for <the text’s purpose, 
target audience, and context>.

• Ensure that the content flows well and is easy for your 
target audience to understand.

• Identify and simplify all the jargon or technical terms 
that may be unfamiliar to the reader.



Here is the text: “<text>”

3. Check the formatting and layout of the content

As a proofreader, your task is to check and fix all the 
incorrectly formatted headings, subheadings, bullet points, 
and numbered lists in the provided content to ensure its 
formatting and layout are consistent. Here is the content: 
“<text>”.

4. Check for typos and formatting errors

As a proofreader, your task is to look for and fix all the 
typos and formatting errors, such as extra spaces, 
inconsistent font sizes or styles, or missing punctuation in 
the provided content. Here is the content: “<text>”.

5. Change sentences from passive voice to active 
voice

As a content editor, your task is to consider changing any 
sentence in the provided content from passive voice to 
active voice in the <desired tone and type of content>. 
Your goal is to make the content more engaging and 
easier to understand for <the content’s purpose, target 
customer, and context>.

J. Best ChatGPT prompts for summarizing



1. Identify the main points

Please identify the main ideas and key information in the 
following content: “<content>”. Provide in <desired type of 
format> format.

2. Remove unnecessary details

Please read through the provided content and remove any 
information not essential to <main points of the content>. 
Here is the content: “<content>”.

3. Summarize the content in a desired voice

Please summarize the provided content in <desired 
voice>. Ensure not to copy directly from the original. Your 
summary should be brief, to the point, and <desired 
length>. Here is the content: “<content>”.

K. Best ChatGPT prompts for translation

1. Translate the content from one language to another

As a professional translator, your task is to translate the 
provided content to <desired language>. Your goal is to 
preserve the original meaning and intent of the content. 
Also, choose the appropriate language and dialect for 
<target audience> so that your translation is culturally 
appropriate and accurately reflects the target language.



2. Provide background information

Please provide me with some background information on 
the cultural significance of <topic/technical term in the 
content>. I need to understand the context to accurately 
translate the following content: “<content>”.

3. Finding relevant sources

Could you suggest some reliable sources for information 
on <topic/technical term in the content>? I need to ensure 
that the translation of the following content is accurate, up-
to-date, and easy to understand for <target audience>: 
“<content>”.

4. Identify key terms and concepts

Identify the key terms and concepts related to < content 
topic>. I want to ensure that the translation of the following 
content accurately conveys the technical details: 
“<content>”.

5. Provide translations of technical terms

What is the best translation for <technical term> in the 
context of the provided article? I want to ensure that the 
translation accurately reflects the original meaning. Here is 
the article: “<content>”.



6. Suggest alternative translations

“<sentence>”. The provided sentence seems idiomatic – 
Please suggest an alternative translation that captures the 
intended meaning.

IV. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Finance
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for accountants

1. Check errors or inconsistencies in a financial 
statement

Please proofread and edit the following financial statement 
for errors or inconsistencies: “<content of the financial 
statement>”.

2. Edit a tax return



Please edit the following tax return to ensure it is accurate 
and compliant with regulations. “<content of the tax 
return>”

3. Check the readability and clarity of an audit report

Please proofread and edit the provided audit report for 
readability and clarity. <include your requirements, if there 
are any>. Here is the audit report: “<content of the audit 
report>”.

4. Generate a cash flow statement

Please generate a cash flow statement based on the 
provided financial data. <include details of your 
requirements, if there are any>. Here is the financial data: 
“<financial data>”.

5. Provide a report

Please provide a report on revenue and expenses for the 
previous quarter. The generated report should be based 
on the provided information: “<the necessary financial 
data>”.

6. Create a graph



Please create a <desired type of graph, such as a line 
graph or a bar graph> graph to <describe your needs, 
e.g., to visualize the trend of sales over the past year> 
based on the provided information: “<provide accurate and 
complete information>”.

7. Identify investment strategies

Please analyze the provided historical data and generate 
a list of potential investment strategies for the next quarter. 
<provide accurate and complete details of investment 
type, historical data, investment goals, and the investor’s 
risk tolerance>

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for trading strategy

1. Provide a market analysis report

Please provide a market analysis report for the past 
month/quarter/year for <financial market or instrument you 
are interested in>. Include any trends, patterns, and 
potential opportunities. <provide details of areas of focus 
or metrics that you would like ChatGPT to include in the 
analysis>

2. Conduct a backtest

Please backtest our current trading strategy using the 
provided historical data. Please include the results, any 



potential areas of improvement, and recommendations for 
adjusting the strategy. Here is the historical data: <provide 
the specific trading strategy and the period for which you 
have historical data, plus additional details or 
requirements for the backtesting process>

3. Identify risk management strategies

Please provide some recommended risk management 
strategies for our trading portfolio and suggestions on how 
to mitigate risk and protect against potential losses, all 
based on the following information: <provide types of 
instruments in your trading portfolio and your risk 
tolerance levels, plus specific areas of concern or 
particular risks that you would like ChatGPT to address in 
the recommendations>.

4. Optimize your portfolio

I want you to become my professional trading strategist. I’ll 
give you all the necessary information about my 
investment goals, risk tolerance levels, and current 
portfolio composition. Based on the provided information, 
your task is to conduct a thorough analysis and provide 
me with recommendations for an optimized portfolio that 
aligns with my goals and objectives. Here is the 
information: <provide details of your investment goals, risk 
tolerance levels, current portfolio composition, and any 
other relevant details>



5. Develop an algorithm to automate your trading 
strategy

Develop an algorithm to automate a trading strategy 
<include details on your trading strategy, including the 
rules, indicators, and any other factors that guide your 
decision-making process>.



C. Best ChatGPT prompts for investing

1. Explain different investment vehicles and their risk/
return profiles



Please provide an overview of the different types of 
investments available, including the risks and potential 
returns associated with each one.

2. Provide insights on market trends and investment 
opportunities

Please conduct research and analysis to identify current 
market trends and potential investment opportunities in 
<specific industry or sector and other relevant details, 
such as your investment goals, risk tolerance, and time 
horizon>. Also, please provide me with a report that 
includes your findings and recommendations.

3. Research specific companies or industries

Please analyze a company’s financial health, assess its 
growth potential, and provide investment 
recommendations, based on the provided information: 
<details on the company’s financial statements, market 
trends, and any other relevant information you have 
available>.

4. Analyze financial statements and valuation metrics

Please provide me with some investment 
recommendations and strategies. But before doing that, I 
want you to understand my investment goals, risk 



tolerance, and other relevant factors by asking me the 
following questions:

• What are your short-term and long-term investment 
goals?

• What is your risk tolerance? Are you willing to accept 
higher risk for the potential of higher returns, or are 
you more conservative and prefer lower-risk 
investments?

• What is your investment time horizon? Do you have a 
specific timeline for when you need to access your 
funds, or are you investing for the long term?

• What is your current financial situation? Do you have 
any outstanding debts or other financial obligations 
that may impact your investing ability?

• What is your investment experience and knowledge? 
Are you new to investing, or do you have experience 
investing in different types of assets?

Based on my answers, you will provide me with 
personalized investment recommendations and strategies.

5. Develop investment strategies and provide portfolio 
recommendations

I want you to act as a financial advisor to help me develop 
a personalized investment plan that aligns with my long-
term financial goals and priorities, based on the provided 
information. Aim to provide a personalized investment plan 
that aligns with my long-term goals, as well as be tailored 



to my needs and goals designed to help me achieve my 
long-term financial objectives while managing risk and 
optimizing returns. Here is the information: <answers 
these questions:

1. What are your long-term financial goals and priorities?

2. What is your current financial situation, including 
income, expenses, and debts?

3. What is your investment time horizon?

4. What is your risk tolerance?

5. What are your preferred investment options, such as 
stocks, bonds, real estate, or alternative investments?

6. Do you have any specific constraints or limitations that 
may impact your investment plans, such as taxes or 
regulatory requirements?>

I tried the prompt.



…and here is the result:





6. Assist with risk management and asset allocation

What are some common mistakes investors should avoid, 
and how can I minimize the risks associated with 
investing?

7. Evaluate the performance of an investment portfolio

Please perform a technical analysis of the provided stock 
or market trend to identify potential entry or exit points for 
investment: <details on the specific stock or market trend 
you would like me to analyze>. Additionally, please include 
relevant charts and analysis.

8. Answer questions about tax implications and 
regulations related to investing

What are some strategies for diversifying my investment 
portfolio and reducing risk? Please include 
recommendations for different types of assets and 
investment vehicles.

9. Guide ethical investing and socially responsible 
investing

Provide me with an overview of the tax implications of 
different investment options and how I can optimize my 
investments to minimize taxes.



10. Advise on retirement planning and long-term 
investment goals.

Your task is suggesting online resources or tools that I can 
use to stay informed about the latest market trends and 
investment opportunities. Also, include recommendations 
for online platforms or financial advisors.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for financial analysis

1. Perform a financial analysis of a company’s 
financial statements

I want you to act as a professional financial analyst. I’ll 
provide you with details on a company’s financial 
statements, and you’ll, based on this, perform a 
comprehensive financial analysis that includes profitability, 
liquidity, solvency, and efficiency ratios. Here are the 
company’s financial statements I want you to analyze: 
<related information>.

2. Provide an overview of the different types of 
investments

I want you to act as a professional financial analyst. I’ll 
provide you with details on investment objectives, risk 
tolerance, and investment time horizon, and you’ll, based 
on this, provide an overview of different investment options 
such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, ETFs, real estate, 



and alternative investments, along with their associated 
risks and potential returns. Here are details on my 
investment objectives, risk tolerance, and investment time 
horizon: <related information>.

3. Provide an analysis of market trends and 
opportunities for investment

I want you to act as a professional financial analyst. I’ll 
provide you with the industry or sector I’m interested in 
investing in. You will, based on this, conduct a thorough 
analysis of the market trends, growth prospects, and 
investment opportunities in that industry or sector. Here 
are details on the industry or sector I’m interested in 
investing in: <related information>.

4. Conduct a fundamental analysis of a company or 
stock

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
perform a comprehensive fundamental analysis of the 
company/stock I want you to analyze. The fundamental 
analysis should include evaluating the financial health, 
growth potential, and valuation of the company or the 
stock. Here are details on the financial statements of the 
company/stock that I want you to analyze: <the company/
stock’s income statement, balance sheet, cash flow 
statement>



5. Provide investment recommendations and 
strategies

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
provide me with personalized investment 
recommendations and strategies that align with my long-
term financial goals and priorities. The investment 
recommendations and strategies should be based on the 
following data: <details on your investment objectives, risk 
tolerance, investment time horizon, current financial 
situation, and investment experience>

6. Develop an investment plan

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
develop a personalized investment plan that aligns with 
my long-term financial goals and priorities. The 
personalized investment plan should be based on the 
following data: <your long-term financial goals and 
priorities, current financial situation, investment objectives, 
and risk tolerance>.

7. Identify common investment mistakes to avoid

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
provide an overview of common investment mistakes to 
avoid and recommendations on how to minimize risks 
associated with investing, based on the following data: 



<your investment objectives, risk tolerance, and 
investment time horizon>.

8. Perform a technical analysis of a stock or market 
trend

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
perform a technical analysis of <stock or market trend you 
want ChatGPT to analyze> that includes trend analysis, 
moving averages, support and resistance levels, and other 
technical indicators to identify potential entry or exit points 
for investment.

9. Identify strategies for diversifying your investment 
portfolio

Based on the provided data, your task is to provide an 
overview of different strategies for diversifying my 
investment portfolio and reducing risk, including 
recommendations for different types of assets and 
investment vehicles. Here is the data: <your investment 
objectives, risk tolerance, and investment time horizon>.

10. Provide an overview of the tax implications of 
different investment options

Act as a professional financial analyst, your task is to 
provide me with an overview of the tax implications based 
on the following data: <your investment objectives, risk 



tolerance, investment time horizon, and current tax 
situation>.

V. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Career & Recruiting
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for resume

1. Identify the most relevant skills and experiences

Please provide me with tips and best practices for writing 
an effective one-page resume that stands out to 
employers in <your field>.



2. Suggest effective resume formats and designs

I’ll provide you with the job description of the industry I’m 
targeting, as well as my current resume. Your task is to 
tailor my resume to the job by highlighting my relevant 
skills and experiences. Here is all the relevant information: 
<details on the job description, industry, and your current 
resume>.

3. How to tailor a resume for a specific job or 
company

Please help me review my current resume and provide 
feedback on its format, content, and structure. <provide 
details on your resume, plus the job or industry you are 
targeting>

4. Recommend action verbs and descriptive language.

Please help me identify and eliminate any unnecessary or 
irrelevant information on my resume that may distract from 
my qualifications. Here is my resume: <your resume>

5. Common mistakes on resumes to avoid

What are common mistakes that job seekers make on 
their resumes when applying for positions in the [industry/
field]?



B. Best ChatGPT prompts for cover letter

1. How to write a cover letter

Please provide me with some guidance on how to 
structure my cover letter to make it stand out and grab the 
reader’s attention. Here is my cover letter: “<your cover 
letter>”. Here is the job description I’m targeting: “<job 
description>”. The reader is <details about the reader>.

2. Help with highlighting your skills and experiences 
for the job

Please provide feedback on the overall tone and language 
used in my cover letter, and suggest any changes to make 
it sound more professional. Here is my cover letter: “<your 
cover letter>”. Here is the job description I’m targeting: 
“<job description>”.

3. Identify and address potential red flags in the 
application

Please suggest ways to incorporate keywords and 
phrases from the job description I’m targeting into my 
cover letter to improve my chances of getting hired. Here 
is my cover letter: “<your cover letter>”. Here is the job 
description I’m targeting: “<job description>”.

4. Provide feedback on the cover letter



Please provide feedback on my cover letter for <specific 
job/position/industry>. I’ll provide you with my cover letter 
and the job description I’m targeting. Your task is to review 
the language, tone, and overall effectiveness of my cover 
letter and provide suggestions for improvement. Also, 
please give me tips on how to showcase better my skills 
and experiences, as well as how to convey my enthusiasm 
and passion for the role and the company. Here is my 
cover letter: “<your cover letter>”. Here is the job 
description I’m targeting: “<job description>”.

5. Offer suggestions for impactful opening and 
closing statements

Provide suggestions for impactful opening and closing 
statements for my cover letter. The job I am applying for is 
<insert job title>, and I want to ensure that my cover letter 
stands out to the hiring manager. Please consider my 
experience and skills, as well as the company culture and 
values. Here is my cover letter: “<your cover letter>”. Here 
is the job description I’m targeting: “<job description>”.

6. Tips for addressing salary expectations

Here is my cover letter: “<your cover letter>”.

Here is the job description I’m targeting: “<job 
description>”.



Your task is to provide tips for addressing potential sticking 
points in my cover letters, such as salary expectations or 
gaps in my employment history. Specifically, I would like 
advice on how to address these issues professionally and 
effectively that will make me stand out as a strong 
candidate for the position.

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for job search

1. Find target companies or industries

Please help me identify a list of target companies or 
industries that align with my previous work experience, 
skills, and industry preferences: “Provide relevant data”.

2. How to effectively network with industry 
professionals and potential employers

Provide me with guidance on effectively networking with 
professionals and potential employers in <industry>. This 
may include strategies for identifying relevant networking 
events or groups, tips for making a positive first 
impression, and advice on how to follow up and maintain 
relationships with contacts.



3. Research job openings and company backgrounds

Please give me tips and strategies on researching job 
openings and company backgrounds, especially where to 
find job postings and how to research the companies I’m 
interested in.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for job interview 
preparation

1. Brainstorm FAQs by hiring managers

Please list 10 interview questions commonly asked by 
you, a hiring manager who will interview a candidate for 
<job position/type of job and the field you’re applying for>. 
The list of questions should be generated based on the 
provided job description and the candidate’s resume. 
<details of job description and my resume>.

2. Provide insights on a hiring manager when asking a 
particular interview question



Please provide me with some insights on what a hiring 
manager may expect to receive when asking <question> 
when interviewing a candidate for <job position/type of job 
and the field you’re applying for>.

3. Provide tips and strategies for answering a 
particular interview question.

Please provide me with tips and strategies for answering 
this interview question “<question>” to increase my 
chance of getting the job <include details on the job 
position/type of job and the field you’re applying for>. 
Please also suggest effective ways to structure and 
organize my responses to ensure they are clear and 
concise.

4. Give an example answer to a particular interview 
question

Imagine you’re a candidate during a job interview for 
<include details on the job position/type of job and the field 
you’re applying for>. Your task is to give the best answer 
to this interview question “<question>” to impress the 
potential employer and increase your chance of getting the 
job.

5. Offer guidance on appropriate attire and body 
language for interviews



Please provide me with tips and guidance on appropriate 
attire and body language for a job interview <include 
details on the job position/type of job, the field you’re 
applying for, and the type of company/organization you will 
be interviewing with>. Also, please advise me on what I 
should wear to the interview, how I should present myself 
nonverbally to make a good impression, and any body 
language mistakes I should avoid during the interview.

6. How to research the company and position for 
better interview preparation

As a candidate preparing for a job interview <include 
details on the job position/type of job, the field you’re 
applying for, and the company/organization you will be 
interviewing with>, how do you research the company and 
position, including where to start, what to look for, and how 
to use the information during the interview.

7. How to negotiate salary and benefits if offered the 
job.

Provide tips and strategies for negotiating salary and 
benefits if offered <details of the job position, field, and 
company, plus the initial salary and benefits offered>. 
Additionally, please guide me on how to research and 
determine a reasonable salary range and how to approach 
the negotiation process professionally and effectively.



E. Best ChatGPT prompts for recruiters and HR 
(Human Resources) professionals

1. Write job descriptions and posting-job ads.

Please generate a job description that is tailored to your 
company’s needs and help attract the most qualified 
candidates based on the provided industry best practices 
and data-driven insights. <details on job title and position, 
Job responsibilities, Qualifications and requirements, 
Company culture and values, Industry and competition, 
target audience/candidates>.

2. Brainstorm questions to ask during initial 
interviews.

Generate interview questions to help a recruiter assess 
the candidate’s qualifications and fit for the job. Ensure the 
questions are tailored to the job requirements and can 
cover topics such as the candidate’s experience, skills, 
knowledge, work style, and career goals. Here is relevant 
information about the job: <details on the job position and 
the skills and qualifications you’re looking for in a 
candidate>. Here is relevant information about the 
candidate: <details on the candidate’s resume, plus cover 
letter, portfolio, or work samples>.

3. Guidance on the best practices for conducting 
virtual or in-person interviews.



Please guide me on the best practices for conducting 
virtual or in-person interviews, such as establishing a 
rapport with the candidate, creating a comfortable 
environment, and avoiding bias.

4. Give recommendations on how to optimize the 
recruitment process

With the provided recruitment data, please analyze and 
provide recommendations on how to <details on the areas 
of the recruitment process to be improved, e.g., improve 
job postings or better target qualified candidates>.

Here is the recruitment data: “<recruitment data>”

5. Customize a training program

Please customize a training program to address 
<challenge and opportunity of your recruitment process>, 
based on the following information: <your current 
recruitment process, the goals of your recruitment team, 
and any specific areas where you are looking to improve>

VI. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Web Development and 
Programming



A. Best ChatGPT prompts for coding and web 
development

1. Provide recommendations on a particular 
programming language

Suggest which programming languages and frameworks 
are best suited for a web development project that <details 
on the project’s type, main purpose and requirements, 
target audience and the user’s needs, and other relevant 
factors>. What languages and frameworks do you 
recommend, and why?

2. Recommendations on popular frameworks for 
specific programming languages

Recommend popular frameworks for <programming 
language> for a web development project that <details on 
the project’s type, the features, and functionality required 
for, plus your level of experience>. Please provide an 



overview of each framework’s features, advantages, 
disadvantages, and best use cases.

3. Provide code examples

Please provide me with code snippets or examples in 
<programming language> for <specific task or 
functionality>, and explain how the code works. Please 
also provide any potential issues or considerations that 
developers should keep in mind when using this code.

4. Guidance on best practices for coding

Please provide guidance on best practices for coding in 
<programming language> for <specific task or 
functionality>, including proper syntax, code structure, and 
error handling. Please provide examples and code 
snippets that illustrate these best practices and explain 
how they work.

5. Troubleshoot issues with code

Identify the possible causes of an error message that 
coders encountered while running their code, and suggest 
potential solutions to fix the issue. Here’s the error 
message: <insert error message>.

6. Offer solutions to coding challenges or problems



Analyze my code in <programming language> and help 
identify <error messages or logs you have encountered, 
such as syntax errors or logic flaws>. Please provide me 
with feedback on <desired outcome or functionality that 
you expect the code to achieve>. Here is my code: 
<code>.

7. Suggest ways to organize code

Please suggest ways to organize my codebase for better 
readability, maintainability, and scalability. My code is 
<your code>, written in <programming language>, and is 
structured by <function/feature/module>. We are a team of 
<number of developers> and use <version control 
software> for managing changes. Our codebase has some 
long functions and modules, and we want to ensure that 
our code is consistent and easy to maintain. Please 
provide some guidance on how we can achieve this.

8. Guide coding standards

Please guide me on coding standards for our development 
team. We primarily work with <programming language> 
and use <development framework> for our projects. We 
want to ensure consistency and readability across our 
codebase, so we are looking to establish a set of coding 
standards that includes naming conventions, variable 
declarations, and code commenting. Are there any 
industry-standard coding style guides we should consider? 



How can we ensure our coding standards are easy to 
follow and enforce?

9. Identify potential security vulnerabilities and 
suggest best practices for securing the application

What are some potential security vulnerabilities that web 
developers should be aware of when developing a <type 
of web application>, and what are some best practices for 
securing the application? Please guide me on 
<programming languages and frameworks> and any third-
party libraries or APIs being used.

10. Suggestions to optimize code for better 
performance

Please guide me on optimizing code for <desired output 
for the code, e.g., reducing page load times>. Please 
provide specific suggestions for <programming language/
framework> based on the following information: <type of 
web application, current performance issues, and any 
constraints or limitations>. Also, please explain the 
potential impact of each suggestion and any trade-offs that 
developers should consider when implementing them.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for web design



1. Guide design principles and best practices for web 
design

What are some key design principles and best practices 
that web designers should keep in mind when creating a 
website <include details on the type of your website, your 
design goals, target audience, and design preferences>? 
Please provide examples of effective design elements and 
explain how they contribute to a positive user experience. 
Also, please suggest some common pitfalls or mistakes 
designers should avoid when designing a website.

2. Suggest tools and resources for web design

Suggest some tools and resources that <level of 
experience> web designers can use to create and 
optimize their designs <include details on the target 
audience, budget, and goals for the website>. The 
suggested tools and resources should feature <desired 
features and functionalities>.

3. Offer feedback and critiques on existing designs

Provide feedback and critiques on my existing website 
design. The website is for a <type of website>, and the 
design goals are to <state design goals>. The target 
audience is <describe target audience>, and the website 
functionality includes <describe website functionality>. I 
would appreciate your feedback on the design elements 



used, as well as suggestions for improving usability, 
aesthetics, consistency, performance, and accessibility.

4. Identify and solve design problems and challenges

I’m having trouble with the design of my website <describe 
the specific issue or challenge>. Help me identify the 
problem and suggest potential solutions. What information 
would you need from me to better understand the issue?

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for Javascript

1. Guidance on syntax and coding conventions

What are some recommended syntax and coding 
conventions that JavaScript programmers should follow 
when writing code <include details on the specific task or 
functionality you are trying to achieve>? Provide examples 
of best practices for code readability, maintainability, and 
performance optimization.

2. Debug and troubleshoot errors in JavaScript code



I’m experiencing some errors with my JavaScript code, 
and I’m unsure how to troubleshoot and fix them. Help me 
identify the problem and suggest a solution. <Please 
provide the specific error message(s) you’re seeing, the 
relevant section(s) of your code, and any steps you’ve 
already taken to try to solve the issue>.

3. Suggestions for developing and implementing 
algorithms and data structures

I am working on a JavaScript project, and I need you to 
help me develop an efficient algorithm to solve a specific 
problem. The problem involves <provide a brief description 
of the problem>. Currently, I am using <describe your 
current approach to solving the problem>. Please provide 
any suggestions for a more efficient algorithm or data 
structure that could be used. Also, Explain how the 
suggested solution would improve the performance of my 
code.

4. Identify the best approach to manipulate the 
Document Object Model (DOM)

I’m a JavaScript programmer working on a web application 
that involves manipulating the DOM. I’m having trouble 
with <insert specific task>, and I’m not sure where to start. 
Help me understand the best approach to accomplish this 
task. Here’s my current code: <insert code snippet>. My 



desired outcome is <insert desired outcome>. Provide 
suggestions or changes to help me achieve my goal.

5. How to implement event handling and listeners

What are some best practices for implementing event 
handling and listeners in JavaScript <include details on the 
types of events you want to handle, the elements involved, 
and the desired functionality>?

6. Ways to work with APIs and third-party libraries

What is the best way to integrate the <insert specific third-
party library or API> into a JavaScript project? I am facing 
an issue where <insert issue/problem faced>, and I’m not 
sure how to proceed. Any tips or suggestions for 
troubleshooting and resolving this issue would be greatly 
appreciated.

7. Ways to implement client-side validation and form 
submission

What are some best practices and techniques for 
implementing client-side validation and form submission in 
JavaScript <please include information on the form fields, 
desired validation rules, and submission behavior, such as 
whether to submit the form via AJAX or a standard HTTP 
request>?



8. Best practices for creating and managing cookies

What are some best practices for creating and managing 
cookies in JavaScript <include details on the type of 
cookies you want to create and manage, their purpose, 
and any specific requirements or constraints that need to 
be considered>?

9. Best practices for managing asynchronous 
operations with callbacks, promises, and async/await

What are some best practices for managing asynchronous 
operations in JavaScript using callbacks, promises, and 
async/await <include details on the task or process you’re 
trying to perform asynchronously, plus the asynchronous 
mechanism you’re currently using or planning to use>? 
Please provide examples of each method and explain their 
advantages and disadvantages.

10. Best practices for implementing security measures

What are some best practices for implementing <type of 
security measures> for a web application <details on the 
nature of your web application>?

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for software engineers

1. Best practices for designing software architecture



What are some best practices for designing the software 
architecture? <include details about the project’s scope, 
goals, constraints, and requirements, plus the current 
state of the project, such as the software or systems that 
need to be integrated or replaced and the technologies 
and tools being used>

2. Best practices for writing clean, efficient, and 
maintainable code

What are some best practices for writing clean, efficient, 
and maintainable code in <insert programming language 
here> given the project requirements of <insert project 
requirements here>? Please provide tips on optimizing 
performance and minimizing technical debt, as well as 
suggestions for maintaining code quality and readability 
over time.

3. How to troubleshoot and debug an issue



What steps should be taken to troubleshoot and debug an 
issue where <details on the problem and the environment 
in which it occurred>? Please include details on what 
information to gather, tools to use, and best practices for 
identifying and resolving the issue.

4. Create and implement software testing strategies

What are some effective software testing strategies 
<include details on the type of software, the intended 
audience, the development platform, and any specific 
requirements for testing>? The team is <your team’s 
existing testing practices>. What are some recommended 
tools and best practices for testing this type of web 
application?

5. Best practices for optimizing software performance

What are some strategies and best practices for 
optimizing the performance of <details on the 
programming language and environment used, the 
performance issues encountered, the hardware and 
infrastructure used, and the intended workload and usage 
patterns of the software>?

6. Guidance on common conventions and standards 
used in software development



What are some best practices and industry standards for 
web application development <include information on the 
technology stack, programming language, and 
frameworks>.

E. Best ChatGPT prompts for machine learning

1. Explain complex concepts

Explain the difference between <names of two 
fundamental concepts> in machine learning. Please 
provide examples of when each approach might be used, 
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each 
approach.

2. Recommendations on machine learning algorithms 
and techniques

What machine learning algorithm or technique would be 
appropriate for my task of <describe the task you are 
trying to accomplish> given my data characteristics of 
<describe the size, type, and quality of your data> and my 
performance requirements of <describe your desired level 
of accuracy, speed, and scalability>?

3. Guidance on data preparation and cleaning 
techniques to improve the quality of input data



I have a dataset of <data type>, consisting of <number of 
samples> samples and <number of features> features. 
The data has <known issues or inconsistencies>. My end 
goal is to <machine learning task>, and the performance 
metric I care about the most is <performance metric>. 
What are some data preparation and cleaning techniques I 
can use to improve the quality of the input data?

4. Guidance on implementing a machine learning 
model in a programming language

I’m working on implementing a machine learning model in 
<desired programming language>. Please provide me with 
guidance on how to do this. I’m specifically interested in 
<insert specific tasks, such as classification, regression, or 
clusterin>> using <insert name of the dataset>. I have 
some programming experience, but I’m unsure where to 
start with machine learning.

5. Analyze machine learning results and suggest 
actions based on the findings

I have trained a machine learning model using <algorithm 
or approach> on a <size> dataset of <format> data for the 
task of <specific task or problem>. The model has 
achieved a <performance metric> score of <score>. 
However, I have difficulty interpreting the results and 
deciding on the next steps. Help me with analyzing the 
results and suggesting actions based on them.



VII. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Technology
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for UX design

1. Guidance on a specific question or problem related 
to user research or usability testing

I’m having trouble <particular question or problem related 
to user research or usability testing>. Suggest some 
effective strategies for this question/problem. I’ve already 
tried <specific strategies you have used>, but with little 
success.

2. Create user personas

We are designing <details on the product or service being 
designed, its purpose, niche>. Please create two user 
personas based on our target audience: <details on target 
users, their demographics, their behaviors, preferences, 
pain points, and motivations related to the product or 
service>.

3. Create user flows

Create a user flow for <specific task or user goal> in 
<product or feature name>. The user flow should outline 
the steps a user would take to complete the task or 



achieve the goal and should take into account any 
potential roadblocks or decision points. What information 
or insights do you need from me to create an effective 
user flow?

4. Detailed guidance on how to design wireframes and 
prototypes for a specific project

Please help me design wireframes and prototypes for my 
project <provide details on your project, including the 
purpose of the interface you’re designing, your target 
audience, desired features, etc.>

5. Provide guidance and examples based on 
established best practices in user experience design

Hi ChatGPT, I’m a UX designer working on developing UI 
design principles and style guides for a new project. 
Please provide guidance and examples based on 
established best practices in user experience design. 
Here’s some specific information about the project:



• Brand guidelines: <insert brand guidelines>
• User research findings: <insert user research 

findings>
• User personas: <insert user personas>
• User needs: <insert user needs>

Based on this information, could you please provide me 
with some guidance on the following:

1. Key UI design principles that we should consider for 
this project

2. Examples of effective UI design styles for similar 
projects

3. Tips for developing a comprehensive UI style guide 
that is easy to use and maintain.

6. Suggest the most suitable interface and features to 
enhance user experience of a website

Using your knowledge of UX/UI design principles, website 
development tools, coding language, etc., your task is to 
suggest a suitable interface and features that can improve 
my website’s user experience while also aligning with my 
business goals. Here is some helpful information: <provide 
a brief overview of your website, your company’s business 
goals, and your target audience>.

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for Python

1. Explain how to use Python syntax and language 
features



I’m <describe your level of familiarity with Python>, and 
have trouble understanding <your specific areas of 
confusion>. Explain to me: <list of questions related to the 
areas of confusion>

2. Suggest development environments and tools for 
Python

I’m starting a new project in Python, and I’m not sure 
which development environment or tools to use. Could you 
please recommend some options based on my needs and 
preferences? Here’s some specific information: <details on 
your project type, operating system, your level of 
experience, and desired features/requirements>. Based 
on this information, could you please recommend:



1. A development environment that would be suitable for 
my needs

2. Any specific tools or plugins that would be useful for 
my project

3. Any other tips or resources that could help me with 
Python development

3. Recommend libraries and frameworks for various 
tasks in Python

I’m working on a project in Python, and I need to find a 
library or framework that can help me with a specific task. 
Could you please recommend some options based on my 
needs and preferences? Here’s some specific information: 
<details on the task, operating system, your Python 
experience, and specific features/requirements>. Based 
on this information, could you please recommend:

1. Any libraries or frameworks that would be suitable for 
my needs

2. Any specific features or benefits of each 
recommended option

3. Any other tips or resources that could help me with 
using the recommended libraries or frameworks

4. Data analysis and visualization in Python using 
libraries

I’m working on a data analysis and visualization project in 
Python using <the specific library you want to use>, and I 
could use some guidance. Here’s some specific 



information: <details on the data type you’re working with, 
the specific analysis or visualization you want to perform, 
and any specific requirements or preferences you have>. 
Based on this information, could you please provide:

1. Guidance on how to perform the analysis or 
visualization task using Matplotlib or Seaborn

2. Best practices for data analysis and visualization 
using these tools

3. Any other tips or advice that could help me with this 
project

5. Assistance with machine learning and artificial 
intelligence tasks in Python

I’m working on a machine learning or artificial intelligence 
task in Python using <specific libraries you want to use>, 
and I could use some guidance. Here’s some specific 
information: <task, type of data, and any specific 
requirements or preferences you have>. Based on this 
information, could you please provide:

1. Guidance on how to perform the task using the 
appropriate libraries

2. Best practices for data preparation, model selection, 
and evaluation

3. Any other tips or advice that could help me with this 
project

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for Data Science



1. Clean and preprocess your dataset

I have a dataset that I need help with cleaning and 
preprocessing for my data science project. The dataset 
contains <describe what the dataset is about>. Please 
help me identify and address any issues, such as missing 
values, inconsistencies, outliers, or any other data quality 
problems. Could you please let me know if this is 
something you can help me with?

2. Get a better understanding of a dataset’s 
distribution and relationships between features

I’m working on a data science project, and I need help 
understanding the distribution and relationships between 
the features in my dataset. The dataset contains <describe 
what the dataset is about>. I would appreciate your 
assistance in visualizing the distribution of each feature, 
identifying any outliers, and exploring potential 
relationships between the features. Help me with this task.

3. Visualize your dataset to communicate insights 
effectively

Your task is to visualize my dataset to communicate 
insights effectively. Here is information about my dataset: 
<your dataset’s name, format, scale, background 
information, your target audience, plus variables and type 
of data in your dataset>.



4. Feature selection and dimensionality reduction

I’m working on a data science project, and I have a large 
dataset with many variables. I need help selecting the 
most relevant features and reducing the dimensionality of 
my dataset. The dataset contains <describe what the 
dataset is about>. Please identify the most important 
features and perform dimensionality reduction techniques 
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or t-
distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE).

5. Model selection and evaluation

I’m working on a data science project, and I need help 
selecting and evaluating the best machine learning models 
for my dataset. The dataset contains <describe what the 
dataset is about>. Identify the most suitable models for my 
data, train and evaluate them using appropriate metrics, 
and provide recommendations for improving the model 
performance.

VIII. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Education & Learning
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for teachers and 
instructional designers



ChatGPT prompts for content creation

1. Suggest resources or materials for teaching <topic> in 
<subject>.

2. What are effective ways to present <content> to <the 
audience>?

3. Provide some examples of engaging activities for 
teaching <topic>.

ChatGPT prompts for learning objectives

4. Develop clear and measurable learning objectives for 
<course/lesson> on <topic>.

5. How do I align the learning objectives with the overall 
goals of the course or program?

6. Give me some examples of learning objectives for 
<topic> in <subject>.

ChatGPT prompts for assessments

7. Create effective assessments to evaluate learners’ 
understanding of <topic>.



8. Give me guidance on how to provide feedback to 
learners based on their performance on assessments.

9. Suggest some ways to ensure the assessments are 
aligned with the learning objectives.

Instructional strategies

10. What are some instructional strategies that are 
effective for teaching <topic> to <audience>?

11. How do I choose the appropriate instructional strategy 
for a given learning objective?

12. Suggest some ways to make the instruction more 
engaging and interactive.

Course design

13. Design the course structure and sequence of learning 
activities for <course/lesson> on <topic>.



14. Give me guidance on how to pace a course to ensure 
effective and efficient learning.

15. Suggest some ways to make the course more 
accessible and inclusive.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for students

ChatGPT prompts for homework help

1. Explain how to solve problem <X> in <subject> 
homework.

2. Provide an example of <topic> for my <subject> 
homework.

3. Suggest resources to help me with my <subject> 
homework.

ChatGPT prompts for language learning

For vocabulary building

1. Provide me with the definition of <word> in <language>.

2. What are some synonyms and antonyms for <word> in 
<language>?



3. Give me an example sentence using the word <word> 
in <language>.

For conversation

4. Let’s have a conversation in <language>?

5. Give me guidance on how to improve conversational 
skills in <language>.

6. Give me some phrases to use in <language> 
conversations.

For comprehension skills

7. Provide me with a reading passage in <language> to 
practice my comprehension skills.

8. What are some strategies for improving my reading 
comprehension in <language>?

9. Give me some comprehension questions based on this 
passage in <language>.

For language learning resources



10. What are some good language learning apps for 
<language>?

11. Recommend a good textbook/course for learning 
<language>.

12. What are some tips for self-studying <language>?

For grammar and syntax

13. What is the correct verb form in this sentence in 
<language>?

14. Explain the difference between <grammatical concept 
A> and <grammatical concept B> in <language>.

15. How do you form questions in <language>?

ChatGPT prompts for math

1. How do I solve <math problem> in <field of math>?

2. What is the formula for <concept> in <field of math>? 
Give me only the result of the formula as text, and do not 
write explanations.



3. I’m having trouble understanding <math concept>. 
Please explain it to me.

4. What are some strategies for preparing for a math test 
in <field of math>?

5. Provide one-on-one tutoring in <field of math>.

6. Suggest additional resources or materials to help me 
with <field of math>.

7. What are some effective study techniques for learning 
math?

8. How do I use <math tool> to complete my project?

9. How can I prepare for a math competition, including 
strategies and practice materials?

10. Help me with my college math course, including 
calculus, linear algebra, and differential equations.

IX. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Health and Well-being
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for fitness



1. Offer advice on creating an exercise program

Provide helpful advice on creating an exercise program 
that suits my fitness level, goals, and schedule. My current 
fitness level is <describe your current fitness level>, my 
fitness goals are <describe your fitness goals>, and I have 
<describe your available time and resources for exercise>. 
What are some workout recommendations that you have 
for me?

2. Answer questions related to nutrition and diet

Provide advice on nutrition and diet to help me achieve my 
fitness goals. My fitness goals are <describe your fitness 
goals>, my current diet consists of <describe your current 
diet and eating habits>, and I have <describe your activity 
level and exercise routine>. I also have <any specific 
dietary requirements or restrictions, such as food allergies 
or cultural/religious dietary practices>. What are some 
dietary recommendations that you have for me?

3. Suggestions on how to modify exercises to 
accommodate injuries

Provide advice on how to modify my exercise or workout 
routine to accommodate for my injury/physical limitation. I 
have <describe your injury or physical limitation>, and I 
am experiencing pain/discomfort when doing <describe 
the exercises or workouts causing discomfort>. I have 



been recommended by my healthcare professional to 
<describe any recommended modifications or 
restrictions>. My fitness goals are <describe your fitness 
goals>, and my current exercise routine includes 
<describe your current exercise routine>. What are some 
suggestions you have for me?

4. Guidance on how to track progress and set realistic 
goals

Guide me on how to track my progress and set realistic 
fitness goals. My current fitness level is <describe your 
current fitness level>, and my fitness goals are <describe 
your short-term and long-term goals>. I currently use 
<describe any equipment or tools you use to track 
progress>, and my preferred method of tracking progress 
is <describe your preferred method>. I have <describe 
your available time and schedule for exercise>. What are 
some recommendations you have for me?

5. Tips on how to maintain motivation and consistency 
in a fitness routine

Provide tips on how to maintain motivation and 
consistency in my fitness routine. My current level of 
motivation is <describe your current level of motivation>, 
and I am facing challenges with <describe any barriers or 
challenges>. My fitness goals are <describe your fitness 
goals>, and my exercise routine includes <describe your 



exercise routine and preferred types of exercise>. I have 
<describe your support system>. I have <any previous 
experience with maintaining motivation and consistency in 
a fitness routine>. What are some recommendations you 
have for me?

6. Provide information on nutrition and diet

Provide information on nutrition and diet and how they 
relate to achieving my fitness goals. My current dietary 
habits are <describe your current dietary habits>, and I 
have <any specific dietary requirements or restrictions>. 
My fitness goals are <describe your fitness goals and how 
they relate to nutrition and diet>. I have <any health 
conditions or medications that may impact my dietary 
needs>, and my current level of knowledge or experience 
with nutrition and diet is <describe your current level of 
knowledge or experience>. What recommendations do 
you have for me?

7. Tips on proper exercise technique and form

Provide me with tips on proper exercise technique and 
form for <insert the name of the exercise or movement>. 
My current level of experience and knowledge with this 
exercise is <insert your current level of experience and 
knowledge>. I have <insert any physical limitations or 
injuries that may affect your ability to perform the 
exercise>. I have access to <insert any equipment you 



have available>. What recommendations do you have for 
improving my technique?

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for therapy

1. Guidance on coping with mental health issues

I am experiencing symptoms of <anxiety/depression/
stress>, and I am looking for guidance on how to cope 
with these issues. Provide me with some tips and 
strategies that may be helpful for me.

Important note: While ChatGPT can provide helpful 
information and guidance, its responses should not be 
considered a substitute for professional therapy from a 
licensed mental health provider. If you are experiencing 
mental health concerns, it’s important to seek professional 
help from a qualified therapist or healthcare provider.

2. Advice on managing and reducing symptoms of 
various mental health disorders

Provide advice on managing and reducing symptoms of 
<mental health disorder>. I am currently experiencing 



<specific symptoms>, and have tried <previous 
treatments>. What strategies or techniques can I use to 
alleviate my symptoms and manage my disorder?

3. Provide support and guidance for individuals going 
through difficult life transitions

I am currently going through a difficult life transition/ 
experiencing grief or loss, and I am feeling <specific 
emotions>. Provide me with advice or guidance on how to 
cope with this experience and move forward healthily.

4. Tips on self-care and stress management 
techniques

Provide me with tips and techniques for managing stress 
and practicing self-care. Specifically, I am dealing with 
<specific stressor or situation>, and I currently <do/do 
not> have any self-care practices in place. I aim to 
<specific goal for improving stress management and 
developing healthier habits>.

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for medical

1. Provide general information on medical conditions

Provide information on <medical condition>, including 
symptoms, causes, and treatment options.



2. Explain medical terminology and concepts

Explain the medical term/concept <insert term or 
concept>.

3. Advice on how to manage and prevent certain 
medical conditions

Offer advice on how to manage and prevent medical 
conditions. Specifically, I’m interested in <insert specific 
medical condition or concern>. What are some steps I can 
take to manage this condition or prevent it from 
developing?

4. Clarify instructions or information provided by 
healthcare professionals

Hi ChatGPT, I recently received instructions or information 
from my healthcare provider, but I’m unsure I understand 
everything. Help me clarify <provide details about what 
you need clarification on>.

5. Suggest questions to ask healthcare providers 
during appointments

Suggest some questions to ask my healthcare provider 
during my upcoming appointment. I am seeing <type of 
healthcare provider> for <reason for visit>, and I would like 
to be prepared with some helpful questions. Is there any 



relevant information about my medical history or 
background that would inform the types of questions I 
should ask?

6. List potential diseases based on specific symptoms

List all the possible causes of <describe the symptoms>.

For example:





D. Best ChatGPT prompts for yoga

1. Guidance on teaching yogi beginners

Can you provide a step-by-step guide for teaching 
beginners yoga classes? Include instructions for basic 
poses and tips for maintaining proper alignment.

2. Guidance for a specific pose in yoga

Can you provide a step-by-step guide for the ‘Downward 
Facing Dog’ pose in yoga, including instructions on proper 
alignment and breathing?

3. Create personalized sequences that fit specific 
needs

Suggest a beginner-friendly yoga sequence for a 30-
minute class with gentle warm-up exercises, standing 
poses, and a relaxation period.

4. Tips for creating a welcoming environment in a 
beginner-level yoga class

Share some tips for creating a welcoming and inclusive 
environment in a beginner-level yoga class. How can I 
make sure everyone feels comfortable and supported?



5. Explain a specific concept in yoga

Explain the concept of ‘Ujjayi’ breathing in yoga and how it 
can be incorporated into a beginner-level class.

X. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Arts and Entertainment
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for music

1. Provide musical arrangement for existing lyrics

Help me create music. Specifically, I need guidance on the 
overall musical arrangement for the song I’ve written lyrics 
for. The lyrics express <emotion/meaning>. I want you to 
suggest the instrumentation, dynamics, and structure that 
would suit the lyrics. Consider elements such as verses, 
choruses, bridges, and any instrumental breaks or solos 
that could enhance the song.

2. Write song lyrics

Generate powerful and meaningful lyrics for a <theme/
mood> song. The lyrics should follow a <structure> 
structure, including verses, a chorus, and optionally a 
bridge. The intended style is <music style/artist> to match 
the genre. Please incorporate the following key phrases or 
ideas: <key phrases/ideas>. Feel free to add your own 



creative touch and personalize the lyrics. The target 
audience is <audience description>. Please write 
<number> verses and <number> choruses. The lyrics 
should evoke <specific emotions/atmosphere>. The length 
of the song should be around <approximate duration>.

3. Assist with music composition

Compose a piano composition that combines elements of 
both traditional and modern techniques. The overall 
musical direction should convey a <mood/atmosphere/
emotion>. Incorporate traditional methods such as 
<specific traditional methods, techniques, or styles> to 
infuse a sense of <traditional influence>. At the same time, 
incorporate modern elements such as <specific modern 
techniques or styles> to bring a contemporary and 
innovative touch. The composition should follow a 
<structure/form> and consist of <number of sections>. 4. 
Find new music to listen to

I’m looking for some new music to listen to. Please 
recommend some artists or genres that you think I might 
enjoy. I’m currently into <insert your current favorite artists 
or genres>, and I prefer <insert any preferences you may 
have, such as upbeat music or relaxing music>.

5. Guidance and resources to help improve your 
music skills



Please provide me with helpful guidance and resources to 
help improve my music skills. I’d like to focus on <specific 
areas of music, such as playing an instrument, singing, or 
music theory>.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for gaming

1. Provide information about different games and their 
mechanics

Provide me with information about <game name> and its 
mechanics. I would like to know more about <specific 
aspect of the game>, such as <specific question(s) you 
have about the game mechanics>.

2. Offer tips and strategies for playing games more 
effectively

Provide me tips and strategies for playing <game name> 
more effectively. I’m having trouble with <specific level or 
challenge>.



3. Recommend games based on a user’s preferences

Recommend some games for me to play. I’m interested in 
<your preferred genre, platform, and game mechanics>, 
and I’ve played <your previous favorite games, plus your 
preferred difficulty level and budget>.

4. Explain gaming-related terminology and concepts

I’m unfamiliar with <gaming-related terminology or 
concept>, please provide some information on it.

5. Assist with technical issues or troubleshooting 
related to gaming

I’m having a problem with <insert game name or 
platform>. The issue I’m encountering is <describe the 
issue in detail>. I’ve already tried <list any steps you’ve 
taken so far>. Help me troubleshoot this problem.

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for DND character 
development

1. Explain the abilities and limitations of character 
classes

Explain the abilities and limitations of <specific character 
classes in DND, such as fighters, wizards, and clerics>.



2. Provide information about specific races in DND

What are the unique characteristics and traits of <specific 
races in DND you are interested in learning about>?

3. Describe spells in DND

Describe <details on spells from a specific class or school 
of magic and the edition of DND you are interested in>. 
Please provide a brief explanation of each spell, including 
its effects, level, school of magic, and any other relevant 
information.

4. Advice on character backstory, personality, and 
role-playing in DND

I’m playing a <race> <class> with a <background> 
background in my DND campaign. I’m struggling to 
develop a good backstory and personality for my 
character, and I’m not sure how to role-play them 
effectively. Offer advice on how to create a compelling 
character and bring them to life in the game.

5. Recommend items, equipment, and weapons for 
your DND character

I’m seeking recommendations on items, equipment, and 
weapons for my DND character <details on your 
character’s race, class, abilities or stats, and other 



relevant preferences or playstyle information>. Suggest 
options based on my character’s race, class, and abilities.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for filmmakers

Best ChatGPT prompts for screenwriting

1. Generate an idea for a screenplay

Develop a concept for a screenplay that targets <specific 
audience>. Your idea should be original, creative, and 
engaging and should have the potential to capture the 
attention of producers, directors, and audiences alike. 
<include details of the desired genre, tone, and themes 
the screenplay should explore>.

2. Develop characters

As a screenwriter, your task is to create <number of> 
compelling and relatable characters for your screenplay. 
Your characters should be multi-dimensional and well-
rounded, with unique personalities, backstories, and 
motivations that drive the story forward. Each character 
should have distinct traits, strengths, weaknesses, and 
flaws that make them memorable and realistic. Consider 
how each character’s experiences, desires, and conflicts 
contribute to the overall plot and theme of your screenplay. 



Aim to create characters that the audience will empathize 
with and root for.

3. Plot the story

As a screenwriter, your task is to craft an exciting storyline 
filled with twists and turns to engage the audience from 
beginning to end. The storyline should incorporate the 
following: <your desired topic, target audience, and 
requirements>.

4. Construct scenes

As a screenwriter, your task is to write <number of> 
individual scenes that advance the story and keep the 
audience engaged. Each scene should have a clear 
purpose and should contribute to the overall plot and 
theme of your screenplay. Your scenes should be well-
structured, with a beginning, middle, and end, and should 
include goals, conflicts, and resolutions that build tension 
and excitement.

5. Write lines of a dialogue scene

Write a <number of> lines of dialogue scene that serves 
two purposes. First, it should reveal <key information 
about the characters involved in the conversation>. 
Second, it should advance the story in <key theme or 
message you would like the dialogue to convey>. Your 



dialogue should feel <the overall tone you hope to achieve 
with this scene>, and reflect < the unique personalities 
and motivations of your characters>.

6. Format the script

Your task is to format your <genre> screenplay according 
to <details about the industry-standard guidelines>. Your 
formatting should be clear, concise, and easy to read and 
should follow accepted conventions for screenplay 
formatting, including the formatting of scene headings, 
character names, dialogue, and action descriptions. The 
screenplay should be <desired number of> pages long.

7. Revise the screenplay

Your task is to revise and edit your <genre> screenplay of 
<the current length of your screenplay> targeting <your 
intended audience>. Your goal is to enhance the overall 
quality of your story. Your revisions should be thoughtful 
and strategic and focused on improving the pacing, 
structure, character development, dialogue, and other key 
elements of your screenplay.

8. Pitch the screenplay

Your task is to pitch your <stage that your screenplay is 
currently in> screenplay to <specific buyers> in a way that 
highlights the following unique aspects of your story: <key 



selling points of your screenplay, such as its genre, 
budget, or potential audience>.

Your goal is to convince them to <your ultimate goal for 
the screenplay, such as getting it produced as a feature 
film, selling it as a TV pilot, or using it as a writing 
sample>.

Ensure to create engaging and informative content that 
clearly communicates the story’s themes, characters, and 
plot in a way that captures the attention of potential 
buyers. You should also be prepared to answer questions 
and provide additional information about the project as 
needed.

Best ChatGPT prompts for film pre-production

9. Plan and organize the casting process

Please help me plan and organize the casting process for 
my film <provide details on your film’s genre, target 
audience, intended tone, number of roles to be cast, and 
any specific requirements or preferences for the casting, 
such as age, gender, ethnicity, and physical attributes>

10. Plan and organize the location scouting process



I’m a screenwriter working on a new project, and I need 
help with planning and organizing the location scouting 
process. Provide some advice on how to identify potential 
locations, evaluate them, and make a final decision. The 
setting of my story is <provide a brief description of the 
setting>, and I have some specific requirements/
restrictions such as <provide any specific requirements or 
restrictions>.

11. Budget a screenplay

Please help a screenwriter budget her screenplay <details 
on the screenplay’s genre and length, shooting locations, 
the number of cast and crew members, and any special 
effects or equipment required>.

12. Schedule a screenplay

Please help me schedule my screenplay with the following 
information: <details on your screenplay: is it a new project 
or has it been in progress?, your target deadline for 
completing the screenplay, and other specific concerns or 
questions about scheduling the screenplay>.

Best ChatGPT prompts for film production

13. Provide guidance on cinematography



I’m working on a film project and could use some guidance 
on cinematography. Specifically, I’m struggling with <insert 
specific issue here>. Give me tips and techniques to 
improve my cinematography skills in this area. The project 
I’m working on is a <insert genre or type of film>, and I 
want to achieve a <insert desired aesthetic or mood>.

14. Provide guidance on lighting

I’m working on a film project and need some guidance on 
lighting. The scene I’m trying to light is <brief description of 
scene or setting>. I have the following equipment available 
<list of equipment>. I want to convey a <desired mood or 
tone>. Provide some guidance on how to light this scene 
effectively.

15. Guidance on sound design

I am working on a <genre of the film> film and need 
guidance on sound design. Help me with <specific aspect 



of sound design> in my film. What are some techniques 
and best practices that I should keep in mind?

Best ChatGPT prompts for film post-production

16. Help with editing

I’m working on post-production for my film project, and I 
need help with editing. Specifically, I need help with 
<insert type of editing help needed, such as audio 
editing>. I’m using <insert software or tools being used for 
editing>. Provide me with any tips or guidance for <insert 
editing help needed> in my project.

17. Help with color grading

I am a filmmaker currently working on post-production for 
my film. I need help with color grading and would 
appreciate any advice or recommendations you can 
provide. Specifically, I am working with <insert details 
about your footage, such as the type of camera used or 
the file format>. The film’s overall style is <insert the 
desired style or tone>. I am using <insert the name of the 
software or tools you’re using for color grading>. Provide 
tips or suggestions on how to achieve the desired color 
grading.

18. Provide information related to sound mixing



How can I <specific aspect of sound mixing> in <name of 
software> for film post-production? What techniques and 
tools can I use to achieve the desired sound? Are there 
any tips or best practices to keep in mind?

19. Advice on promoting a film

I need advice on promoting my film and getting it seen by 
a wider audience. It’s a <genre> film targeted at <target 
audience>, with a budget of <budget> and a distribution 
strategy of <distribution strategy>. What are some tips and 
strategies I can use to increase its visibility and reach a 
wider audience?

XI. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Graphics & Design
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for AI art (Midjourney)

1. Answer questions about the technical aspects of 
using an AI art tool

I have questions about working with AI art generated by 
<insert software or tools being used>. Help me with the 
technical aspects of this process. Specifically, <insert 
specific question or problem here>. My familiarity with the 
technology is <insert beginner/intermediate/advanced>.



2. Guidance on how to customize and modify AI art 
generated by Midjourney

I need your help with customizing an AI art piece 
generated by Midjourney for my design project. Guide me 
on how to modify and customize it to fit my specific design 
needs. Some specific information about my project 
includes <insert relevant details here, such as the AI art’s 
intended use, the design’s desired aesthetic or style, and 
the AI art’s specific elements to be modified or 
customized>

3. Tips and strategies for using Midjourney

I am working on a <design project>, and I want to use 
Midjourney’s AI art, specifically <specific features or tools 
of Midjourney>, to enhance the project’s <desired kind of 
aesthetic>. Offer me some tips and strategies for using 
Midjourney effectively.

4. Explain the different styles and genres available in 
Midjourney’s AI art library

Explain the difference between <specific types of styles 
and genres you are interested in> available in 
Midjourney’s AI art library.

5. Understand the basic concepts and techniques 
used in creating AI art with Midjourney



Explain <specific questions or concerns you have about 
using Midjourney>. I’m new to AI art and would like to 
learn more about how to create artwork with Midjourney.

6. Brainstorm text-to-image prompts for Midjourney

As the prompt generator for Midjourney’s artificial 
intelligence program, your task is to ignite the creativity of 
the AI by providing vivid and captivating descriptions that 
will inspire unique and visually stunning images. The AI 
possesses a deep understanding of various languages 
and can interpret abstract concepts, so don’t hesitate to 
unleash your imagination and be as descriptive and 
imaginative as possible. <Now, describe the scene you 
envision and want Midjourney to create an image for you>. 
Let your words paint a vibrant picture that will inspire the 
AI to bring your vision to life.

I made the prompt with ChatGPT…



Then used the prompt in Midjourney, and this is the result:



B. Best ChatGPT prompts for graphic designers

1. Provide information and advice on design 
principles and best practices

Provide information and advice on design principles and 
best practices for <specific type of design>.



2. Suggest tools and software for creating and editing 
graphics

I’m interested in creating graphics for my business, but I’m 
unsure what software to use. Please recommend tools or 
software for creating and editing graphics. I mainly need to 
create <insert type of graphics here>. My budget is around 
<insert budget here>, and I am <insert your level of 
experience here> with graphic design software. I am using 
<insert operating system here>.

3. Offer design inspiration and ideas

I’m working on a <insert type of project, e.g., logo design, 
website layout, brochure>. Give me some design 
inspiration or ideas. I’m looking for <insert any specific 
requirements or constraints, e.g., a minimalist style, a 
color scheme that incorporates blue and green>.

4. Provide guidance on typography, color theory, and 
composition

I want you to act as a graphic designer working on a 
project <provide details on your project’s purpose, target 
audience, goals, and other relevant information>. Your 
task is to guide me on typography, color theory, and 
composition.



5. Advice on creating logos, icons, and other graphic 
elements

I want you to act as a professional graphic designer. Your 
task is to advise on creating logos, icons, and other 
graphic elements <insert specific question or concern>.

6. Offer feedback and critiques on designs

I am a graphic designer working on a project, and I want 
you to offer me feedback and critique on my design. The 
design is <briefly describe the design>. The purpose of 
this design is <state the purpose>. The intended audience 
is <describe the audience>. The design guidelines or 
constraints are <list any guidelines or constraints that were 
given>. My goals or objectives for this design are <state 
your goals or objectives>.

XII. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
Analytics and Data
A. Best ChatGPT prompts for keyword research

1. Identify high-volume and low-competition keywords 
for SEO (Search Engine Optimization)

Please help me identify high-volume and low-competition 
keywords for SEO optimization for my website <provide 



details on your content’s topic, niche, target audience, any 
specific keywords or phrases in your mind, and some 
information on your competitors>.

2. Analyze keyword difficulty and competitiveness

Please analyze the difficulty and competitiveness of 
<keywords> in <specific industry/niche>.

3. Research competitors and identify keywords

Please conduct competitor research on <specific 
competitors: their names and URLs> and identify top-
ranking keywords in <specific market> using <specific 
tools or resources you currently use for this type of 
research>.

Note: ChatGPT doesn’t have direct access to the internet 
or its training data. Therefore, when it comes to tasks that 
involve researching specific competitors, you would need 
to supply the relevant URLs to facilitate the task.

4. Generate new keyword ideas

Please generate some new keyword ideas for <seed 
keywords or topic>. I am looking to <purpose of your 
keyword research> and my target audience is <description 
of your target audience and their search intent>.



5. Provide insights on long-tail keywords

Provide insights on long-tail keywords and their potential 
impact on SEO and PPC campaigns. My business/website 
is about <insert your business/website>. My target 
audience is <insert target audience>. My marketing goal is 
to <insert marketing goal>.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for data analyst

1. Provide insights, strategies, and tips for analyzing 
data

I am working with <type of data>, using <software/tools>, 
and I have questions about <specific questions>. Please 
give me some insights, strategies, and tips for analyzing 
this data effectively.

2. Provide insights on interpreting and presenting 
data to stakeholders

I need help with interpreting and presenting data to my 
stakeholders. Specifically, I have <describe the type of 



data you are working with>, and my goal is to <describe 
the goal of your analysis>. My stakeholders include 
<describe the stakeholders>. Provide insights on best 
practices for visualizing data, effectively communicating 
insights, and addressing potential concerns or questions 
from stakeholders.

3. Suggestions on data visualization and storytelling

I need help with data visualization and storytelling. 
Specifically, I’m analyzing <insert type of data> and want 
to create visualizations that effectively communicate my 
findings to <insert target audience>. Provide suggestions 
or best practices for data visualization and storytelling in 
this context.

4. Provide guidance on data cleaning and pre-
processing

I need help with data cleaning and pre-processing. I am 
working with <insert data type> and using <insert tool/
programming language>. I am facing issues with <insert 
specific issue>. Guide me on handling this issue and any 
other general tips for data cleaning and pre-processing.

5. Explain statistical concepts and methods



Explain <statistical concept/method> and its use in data 
analysis. What information do you need from me to 
provide a clear explanation?

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for analytics

1. Create interactive and informative data 
visualizations

Please create interactive and informative data 
visualizations for my data <details on the type of data, the 
purpose of the visualization, and any specific tools or 
software you want to use>.

2. Analyze data and run statistical tests and models

I have a dataset related to <insert topic here>, and I need 
to extract insights from it. Your task is to help me run 
statistical tests and models to analyze the data, then draw 
persuasive conclusions based on the data analysis. 
Specifically, I’m interested in <insert specific questions or 
hypotheses here>.

3. Guidance on building predictive models

I have a dataset that I want to use to build a predictive 
model using machine learning algorithms. The dataset 
includes <brief description of data>. I am interested in 
predicting <brief description of prediction task>. Your task 



is to offer guidance on building a predictive model with this 
dataset.

4. Advice and methods for cleaning and 
preprocessing data

I have some data that I want to clean and preprocess for 
analysis. It’s in <insert data format>, and I have noticed 
some issues with <insert issues such as missing values, 
duplicates, and outliers>. I aim to <insert goal>, and I am 
looking for insights on <insert specific insights>. Your task 
is to advise me on how to clean and preprocess my data 
to achieve this.

5. Create customized dashboards to monitor and track 
key performance indicators

Please help me set up a dashboard that allows me to 
monitor and track key performance indicators in real-time 
using the following information: <details on your 
business’s key metrics and KPIs, data sources or tools 
being used for the analytics, desired type of visualizations 
and layout for the dashboard, and frequency for refreshing 
the data in the dashboard>

XIII. Best ChatGPT prompts for 
other professions/purposes



A. Best ChatGPT prompts for travel

1. Provide information about travel destinations

Please recommend some travel destinations based on my 
preferences. My preferences are <insert your preferences, 
such as destination type, budget, length of trip, and 
activities/attractions>.

2. Provide travel tips

Give me some travel tips for <specific destination/ activity/ 
type of travel>.

3. Suggest travel itineraries

Please suggest a travel itinerary based on my travel 
preferences <your travel destination, budget, preferred 
mode of transportation, preferred activities, and travel 
dates>.

4. Assistance with travel planning and booking



Help me with travel planning and booking. I’m interested in 
<insert travel aspect here>, and I’m planning to travel to 
<insert destination here> on <insert travel dates here>. My 
budget is <insert budget here>, and my specific 
requirements or preferences are <insert details here>.

5. Assistance with language translation and 
communication barriers while traveling

Help me with language translation and overcoming 
communication barriers while traveling. Specifically, I need 
help with <list of languages> and situations such as <list of 
situations that require translation or overcoming 
communication barriers>.

6. Provide information on local customs, cultures, and 
laws

I’m planning to travel to <country/region>, and I want you 
to provide me with information on the local customs, 
cultures, and laws. Specifically, I would like to know 
<specific questions or topics>.

7. Advice on transportation options

Please give me some advice on transportation options. 
<provide details about your arrival and departure dates, 
your budget, and the distance between your 
accommodations and the places you plan to visit>



8. Information on popular tourist attractions, 
landmarks, and historical sites

I’m planning a trip to <location>, and I’m interested in 
learning more about the popular tourist attractions, 
landmarks, and historical sites in the area. I want you to 
provide me with some information and recommendations.

B. Best ChatGPT prompts for food and cooking

1. Suggest delicious recipes for specific dishes or 
cuisines

Suggest a delicious recipe for <dish/cuisine>. I am looking 
for something that includes <specific ingredients>, but 
needs to be <dietary restriction friendly>.

2. Offer ingredient substitutions for dietary 
restrictions or preferences

Please provide a substitution for <the ingredient to be 
substituted> for my dietary restriction/preference <provide 
details on your dietary restriction or preference>

Example: What is a good substitute for eggs in baking for 
someone vegan?



3. Recommend cooking techniques for different types 
of dishes or ingredients

Recommend some cooking techniques for <dish/
ingredient>. I’m looking for ways to make it more flavorful 
and delicious. Here are some additional details: <the type 
of dish/ingredient, your dietary restrictions or preferences 
if there are any, and specific cooking tools or equipment 
you have available>

4. Suggestions on reducing food waste and utilizing 
leftovers

I have <how much of leftover> leftover <type of food> from 
<meal or occasion>, and I’m not sure what to do with it. 
Please suggest some ideas or recipes to help me use 
them and reduce food waste.

5. Provide information on food safety and storage

Provide me with some advice on how to safely store and 
handle <insert specific food or ingredient> to avoid 
foodborne illness or spoilage. What are some general tips 
for safe food storage and handling?

C. Best ChatGPT prompts for productivity

1. Develop strategies for managing and minimizing 
distractions



Please help me develop strategies for managing and 
minimizing distractions in my work environment. Here is 
the relevant information: <type of work, common sources 
of distractions for you, and your goals for improving your 
productivity>.

2. Methods for prioritizing tasks

Please give me advice on how to prioritize your tasks 
effectively, based on the following information: <your 
current workload, types of tasks you’re responsible for 
completing, your current methods to prioritize tasks, if 
there are any, and your tasks’ deadlines>.

3. Tips for maintaining focus and concentration

Please offer me some tips for maintaining focus and 
concentration while working on <type of tasks, your work 
environment, and the time amount you typically work on a 
task before taking a break>.

4. Ways to streamline workflows and optimize 
processes

Suggest ways to help me streamline workflows and 
optimize processes for <specific workflow or process>. I 
am looking for ways to improve efficiency and productivity 
in this area.



5. Techniques for managing stress and avoiding 
burnout

I’m feeling stressed and on the verge of burnout. Please 
provide me with techniques for managing stress and 
avoiding burnout, based on my situation: < primary source 
of your stress, your current coping strategies and self-care 
habits, and the amount of time per day/week you can 
dedicate to self-care activities>.

D. Best ChatGPT prompts for life coaching

1. Set goals and create action plans to achieve them

My main goal is to <state your goal or desired outcome>. I 
am currently <describe your current situation, including 
any relevant factors or challenges>. Based on the 
provided information, please help me break down my goal 
into smaller, manageable steps. Once the goal is broken 
down, please help me create an action plan by outlining 
the specific tasks or actions I should take for each step.

2. Provide advice and strategies for personal 
development

Please provide me with some guidance on how to <areas 
you want to develop, e.g., your self-awareness, improve 
your self-esteem, develop effective communication skills, 
and build healthy relationships>. Your guidance should 



also be based on the following information: <your specific 
challenges or struggles, your desired outcomes or goals, 
and any actions you have taken to address these areas>.

3. Explore suitable career options for your situation

Please provide some guidance and insights to help me 
explore suitable career options. To help you understand 
my situation, here is the relevant information: <your 
interests and passions, skills, strengths, background, 
experience, preferences, values, constraints, and 
limitations>

Important note: ChatGPT currently can provide 
information, insights, and guidance based on my training 
data up until September 2021.

4. Offer frameworks to aid in making informed 
decisions

I’m considering <describe the decision or options you’re 
considering, including any factors, criteria, or concerns 
you have>. Could you provide me with a framework to 
make an informed decision, weigh the pros and cons, and 
consider long-term consequences? Also, please provide 
me with guidance on how to evaluate these options and 
make a decision that aligns with my goals and values.



5. Assistance to enhance your emotional intelligence

I’m struggling with <describe the emotions or situations 
you find challenging to regulate or understand>. Could you 
provide me with techniques to understand and regulate my 
emotions, develop empathy, and enhance my emotional 
intelligence? Also, please suggest ways to incorporate 
these techniques into my daily routine and develop a long-
term practice.

E. Best ChatGPT prompts for PowerPoint and 
presentations

1. Guidance on slide design

Please provide me with guidance and suggestions on slide 
layouts, color schemes, font choices, and visual elements 
that align with my PowerPoint presentation: <provide the 
topic, describe your audience, mention your preferences>.

2. Guidance on how to structure your presentation 
content



Please suggest a structure for my PowerPoint 
presentation based on this information: <provide the topic, 
target audience, the time limit you have to work with, key 
points, and supporting information>

3. Guidance on formatting individual slides

Please guide me in adjusting text alignment, font size, 
bullet points, and paragraph spacing to format an 
individual slide for my PowerPoint presentation. Here is 
the relevant information for you: <the slide content and 
purpose>.

4. Advice on adding slide transitions and animations

I need your guidance on incorporating slide transitions and 
animations into my PowerPoint presentation. The purpose 
of my presentation is to <presentation purpose>. I would 
like to enhance the visual appeal and engagement of 
specific slides. Here is a brief description of the content on 
the relevant slides: <slide content>. I would appreciate 
suggestions on suitable transitions and animations based 
on the key points I want to emphasize. My target audience 
is <your target audience> and the overall tone of the 
presentation is <desired tone>. Please provide instructions 
on adding transitions and animations to make my 
presentation more visually appealing?



5. Troubleshooting assistance to resolve issues or 
errors related to PowerPoint

Please provide me with guidance to resolve this 
PowerPoint-related problem: <describe the issue, steps 
taken, operating system, PowerPoint version, the error 
message or code, and the affected files or features>.

6. Create speaker notes

Please help me create effective speaker notes that align 
with these requirements: <provide details on your slide 
content, presentation flow and objectives, audience 
considerations, and preferred speaking style>.

7. Brainstorm ideas for a presentation

Please provide me with creative and engaging ideas that 
align with these parameters: <your presentation topic, 
target audience, your presentation goals, the key message 
to convey, the desired presentation format, and time 
constraints you have for the presentation>.

8. Craft content for your presentation

Please assist me in crafting engaging and effective 
content for my presentation that effectively communicates 
my message. <provide your presentation’s topic, target 



audience, goals, the key message to convey, structure, 
and the time constraints for your presentation>.

9. Craft creative and captivating stories for your 
presentation

Please help me craft a captivating narrative that effectively 
communicates my presentation’s message. <provide your 
presentation’s topic, target audience, goals, the key 
message to convey, structure, and the storytelling 
elements you’d like to incorporate into your narrative>.

10. Advice on anticipating audience questions and 
preparing effective responses

Please advise me on anticipating audience questions in 
my presentation and preparing effective responses. 
<provide your presentation’s topic, target audience, goals, 
and common concerns/misunderstandings, plus any 
specific questions you have>.

F. Best ChatGPT prompts for Excel

1. Get a better understanding of specific Excel 
formulas and functions

Please provide me with detailed explanations, examples, 
and step-by-step instructions for using <specific Excel 
formula/function> effectively. <provide the context/use 



case, data structure, Excel version, and the expected 
output>

2. Guidance on specific data analysis techniques in 
Excel

Please provide me with step-by-step instructions, 
explanations, and examples to help me perform <specific 
data analysis technique> effectively in Excel. <provide 
data description you’re working with, your objectives, 
Excel version, a data format that your data is currently 
organized, and nay software constraints to take note>

3. Tips on structuring and organizing your 
spreadsheets efficiently

Please provide me with specific tips and techniques to 
help me structure and organize my Excel spreadsheets 
efficiently, based on the following information: <provide 
your worksheet purpose, data volume, data relationships, 
other requirements, and the Excel version you’re currently 
using>.

4. Provide guidance on automating tasks in Excel 
using macros

Please provide me with step-by-step instructions, sample 
code snippets, and best practices to help me effectively 
automate this task using macros in Excel. <provide task 



description, your objective, the Excel version you’re using, 
and your programming experience level>

5. Suggestions for customizing the appearance of 
your spreadsheets

Please provide me with step-by-step instructions, 
examples, and best practices to help me customize the 
appearance of my spreadsheets effectively in Excel. 
<provide your worksheet purpose, the customization 
requests you’re interested in, the data structure of your 
spreadsheet, the Excel version you’re using, and other 
preferences to take note>.

G. Best ChatGPT prompts for dating

1. Create an online dating profile

Please help me create an engaging and appealing online 
dating profile that captures my personality and attracts 
like-minded individuals. Here are the details you need: 
<provide your name/username, age, gender, location, 
interests/hobbies, personality traits/values, qualities you 
seek and specific preferences, the desired tone for your 
profile, and a detailed description of your desired partner 
such as qualities, characteristics, and common interests.>

2. Suggestions for conversation starters



“Please provide me with suggestions for interesting and 
engaging conversation starters that align with my 
interests, dating goals, and preferred tone: <provide the 
online dating app’s name that you’re using, your interests/
hobbies, dating goals/intentions, and preferred tone>”

Tips: To help ChatGPT understand your needs, you can 
also add additional information to the prompt, such as the 
number of shared connections you have with potential 
dating partners and key details/highlights from the 
potential partners’ profiles

3. Give advice on fostering communication

Please provide me with insights and suggest helpful 
communication techniques in romantic relationships based 
on the following information:

• I am currently <in a new relationship / in a long-term 
partnership / seeking advice for future relationships>.

• The specific communication challenges I am 
experiencing or want guidance on include <specific 
challenges or examples>.

• My desired outcomes for fostering communication in 
my romantic relationship are <desired outcomes, such 
as deepening emotional intimacy, improving conflict 
resolution skills, etc.>.



Tips: You can also use this ChatGPT prompt for advice on 
other aspects of relationships, such as resolving conflicts 
or maintaining a healthy and fulfilling partnership.

4. Strategies for active listening and communication in 
the dating context

Please provide me with strategies for active listening and 
effective communication in the dating context based on the 
following information:

• I am currently <dating someone / seeking advice on 
dating in general>.

• My communication goals in the dating context include 
<specific goals, such as building rapport, deepening 
connections, or resolving conflicts, etc.>

• Some specific challenges or concerns I have 
regarding active listening and communication in 
dating are <specific challenges or examples>.

• I would like to incorporate the following personal 
preferences or values into my communication style 
<personal preferences or values, such as honesty, 
empathy, etc.>.

Tips: You can also use this ChatGPT prompt for guidance 
on effective flirting techniques or tips for engaging in 
meaningful conversations

5. General guidelines for dating experiences



Please provide me with general guidelines for respectful 
and enjoyable dating experiences based on the following 
information:

• I am seeking advice for <online dating/in-person 
dating/both>.

• My overall dating goals are <specific goals, such as 
long-term relations, casual dating, etc.>.

• My personal boundaries and values when it comes to 
dating include <boundaries or values you consider 
important>.

• I have specific safety concerns regarding <safety 
concerns, such as online safety, meeting new people, 
etc.>.

I. Best ChatGPT prompts for fun

1. Hey ChatGPT, tell me a joke.

2. Let’s play a game! What’s your favorite trivia game?

3. Let’s play a word association game. Start with the word: 
<your chosen word>.

4. I need a fun fact. Share something interesting!



5. Imagine you’re a tour guide. Give me a virtual tour of <a 
city or place of your choice>.

6. I need a break from work. Please suggest a fun activity I 
can do.

7. Let’s create a fictional story together. Start with: ‘Once 
upon a time…

8. ChatGPT, what’s your favorite funny video on the 
internet?

9. I’m feeling bored. Please recommend a fun podcast or 
book to read.

10. Recommend some fun games to play with friends 
online.



FAQs (Better Understanding 
chatGPT prompts | Beginners 
Should Read)
1. What are chatGPT prompts?

To put it simply, ChatGPT prompts are a way for users to 
give the AI chatbot ideas about what to say.

Think of it like giving chatGPT a question to answer or a 
topic to talk about. Based on that, the chatbot will use 
natural language processing to write human-like answers.

It’s kind of like having a conversation with a really smart 
robot!

2. What are examples of ChatGPT prompts?

Some examples of ChatGPT prompts are:

• Prompts that encourage the chatbot to ask questions 
and engage in a dialogue.

• Prompts that allow the chatbot to tell a story or give 
an opinion.

• Questions related to a specific topic or personal 
interests.



3. How do chatGPT prompts work?

So do you know how Siri or Alexa works? You ask and 
they answer. ChatGPT prompts work kind of like that, but 
more like a conversation.

You send a ChatGPT prompt (which could be a 
suggestion, topic, or idea to talk about, or a question to 
answer). Then the chatbot, by using its advanced 
algorithms, generates a response to keep the 
conversation going.

4. How do you write ChatGPT pro


